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I. INTRODUCTION

l. This Complaint is filed by Rovi Corporation, and Rovi Guides, Inc. (collectively

“Rovi” or “Complainants”), pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,

19 U.S.C. § 1337 (“Section 337”). Rovi respectfully requests that the U.S. lntemational Trade

Commission (“Commission”) institute an investigation relating to the unlawful importation into

the United States, the sale for importation, and/or the sale or lease within the United States after

importation, of certain digital video receivers and hardware and software components thereof

(the “Accused Products”), without Rovi’s authorization, that use the inventions claimed in

Rovi’s valid patents.

2. For over a decade Comcast has built its interactive cable business on the back of

Rovi’s technology that Comcast had licensed for a fixed term. Comcast refllses to renew its

license on acceptable terms and continues to make, use, sell/lease and offer to sell/lease products

that not only practice Rov.i’spatented innovations, but also compete with Rovi’s own lnteractive

Program Guide (“IPG”) products. The Comcast IPG Products (alone and/or as implemented on

various digital receivers) infringe at least one claim of each of the Asserted Patents and compete

with Rovi’s Connected Guide technology, which also practices Rovi’s patented technology. This

action seeks a remedy for Comcast’s, and the Manufacturer Defendants’, unauthorized,

infringing conduct.

3. Rovi has engaged in negotiations with several of the proposed Respondents,

defined in Section II(C) below, in an effort to resolve the present dispute, but the Respondents

have not entered into a license agreement covering the unfair acts complained of herein, despite

their previously having recognized, expressly, the importance of Rovi’s patent portfolio, which

includes the patents at issue herein, and the need to take a license. See Confidential Ex. 13C at

filfll20-23 (Domestic lndustry Declaration of Samir Armaly). ln particular, in March 2004 and
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February 2010, Comcast entered into fixed term patent license agreements with Rovi (and its

predecessor-in-interest), pursuant to which Comcast paid a substantial amount of money in order

to use R0vi’s patented inventions relating to, among other things, digital television receivers and

the hardware and software components thereof. Comcast, however, has refused to renew its

license, which extended only through March 31, 2016, by appropriately compensating Rovi for

the continued unauthorized use of Rovi’s patented inventions. Id.

4. Similarly, each of Arris, Humax, and Technicolor (through a predecess0r—in

interest) has previously taken a license to the patents at issue herein, but those license agreements

by their express terms, do not extend to the unlawful acts at issue herein (i.e., they do not permit

Arris, Humax, or Technicolor to make or provide receivers for use by or with Comcast’s Xfinity

service), and the license with Technicolor’s predecessor-in-interest has expired and has not been

renewed. Id.

5. Thus, Respondents collectively and individually are acting in violation of Section

337 through unlawful and unauthorized importation, and/or sale for importation into the United

States, and/or sale or lease within the United States afierimportation, of the Accused Products

(defined above and in Section II(D) below), which embody or are used to practice the inventions

claimed in Rovi’s valid patents without Rovi’s authorization.

6. Through the importation, and/or manufacture, use, sale or lease, and/or offer for

sale or lcase within the United States after importation ofthe Accused Products, the Respondents

individually and/or collectively infringe the following United States Patents (collectively “the

Asserted Rovi Patents”), all of which are owned by Rovi:
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Patent Claims Abbreviated
Number Infringed Reference

8,006,263 1-2, 5-6, 8- the ’263 Patent Interactive television program guide
9, 11-12, 14- with remote access
15, and 17
18

8,578,413 1, 3, 5-9, 10, the ’413 Patent Interactive television program guide
12, and 14- with remote access
18

8,046,801 1-4, 5-9, 10- the ’80l Patent Interactive television program guide
14, 15-18, with remote access
19-22, 23
27, 28-32,
33-36, 37
40, 41-45,
46-50, and
51-54

8,621,512 1, 2-4, 8-12 the ’512Patent Interactive television program guide
13, 14-16, with simultaneous watch and record
and 20-24 capabilities

8,768,147 1, 5-6, 8, 10- the ’l47 Patent Systems and methods for interactive
11, 15-16, program guides with personal video
18, 20, 21, recording features
22, 23, and
24

8,566,871 1, 2, 6-11, the "871 Patent Multiple interactive electronic
12, 13, 17- program guide system and methods
22, 23, 24,
28-33

Title

7. An industry in the United States relating to articles protected by the Asserted Rovi

Patents exists within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(a)(2) and l337(a)(3). Rovi and licensed

third parties make significant domestic investments in plant and equipment and labor and capital,

and make substantial domestic investments in engineering, and research and development

relating to articles protected by the Asserted Rovi Patents. See Confidential Ex. 13C and Section

VIII, infra.

8. Furthermore, an industry in the United States relating to articles protected by the

Asserted Rovi Patents exists within the meaning of l9 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3) based orr Rovi’s
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substantial domestic investments in the exploitation of its patented inventions through licensing

activities. See Confidential Ex. l3C and Section VIII, infia.

9. To remedy Respondents’ violations of Section 337, Rovi seeks relief in the form

of a permanent limited exclusion order, directed to each named Respondent, excluding all

infringing products from entry into the United States. Rovi also seeks cease and desist orders

pursuant to l9 U.S.C. § l337(f) prohibiting Respondents, their subsidiaries, related companies,

and agents from. among other things, engaging in the importation, marketing, advertising,

distribution, offering for sale or lease, sale or lease after importation, use after importation,

licensing, and/or other transfers within the United States after importation of all Accused

Products and components thereof. Further, Rovi requests that the Commission impose a bond

upon Respondents’ importation of infringing products during the 60-day Presidential review

period, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(e), (j), to prevent further injury to Rovi’s domestic

industry relating to the Asserted Rovi Patents.

II. THE PARTIES

A. The Complainants

l0. Complainant Rovi Corporation is incorporated in Delaware and has a principal

place of business at 2 Circle Star Way, San Carlos, CA 94070.

ll. Complainant Rovi Guides, Inc. (f/k/a Gemstar-TV Guide International Inc.) is

incorporated in Delaware and has a principal place of business at 2 Circle Star Way, San Carlos,

CA 94070. Rovi Guides, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Rovi Corporation. Rovi Guides,

Inc. is the owner ofthe Asserted Rovi Patents.
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B. Rovi’s History of Innovation and the Technology at Issue]

12. Since the launching of TV Guide Magazine in 1953, the Rovi family of

companies (which include, through mergers, joint ventures, and acquisitions, United Video, TV

Guide Onscreen, StarSight Telecast, Prevue, TV Guide, Video Guide, Gemstar, Guideworks,

Aptiv Digital, Macrovision, FanTV, and Veveo) has been a pioneer and recognized leader in

media technology, including the technology used to facilitate consumer access to television and

other audiovisual media. Today, Rovi’s market leading digital entertainment solutions enable

the proliferation of access to media on electronic devices; these solutions include products and

services related to lPGs and other content discovery solutions, personalized search and

recommendation, advertising and programming promotion optimization, and other data and

analytics solutions to monetize interactions across multiple entertainment platforms. Rovi’s

solutions are used by companies worldwide in applications such as cable, satellite, and intemet

protocol television (“IPTV”) receivers (including digital television set-top boxes (“STBs”) and

digital video recorders (“DVRs”)); PCs, mobile devices, and tablet devices; and other means by

which consumers connect to entertainment.

13. In particular, Rovi has developed many of the pioneering advances in IPG

technology and related functionality for subscription-based television broadcasting (“Pay-TV”).

14. In 1981, one ofthe Rovi family of companies introduced one of the first, if not the

first, on-screen electronic program guide (“EPG”). This EPG, displayed on a dedicated cable

channel, allowed Pay-TV providers to provide scrolling on-screen television listings to their

customers throughout the day. Rovi’s early EPG product was widely adopted by North

I The description of the technology at issue is provided for purpose of general information
and understanding, and is not meant to be a position with respect to claim construction and/or
other technical aspects of patent law.
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American cable systems, and became the way in which consumers discovered the content they

desired.

l5. In the late 1980s, another one ofthe Rovi family of companies invented the VCR

Plus, which significantly simplified programming of videocassette recorders, enabling television

subscribers to more easily record the content they desired. VCR Plus was a resounding success,

and helped establish the Rovi family of companies as-the frontrunner in the program guide

industry by broadly licensing its VCR Plus product and related technologies.

16. Around l994, another of the Rovi family of companies launched the first IPG

services designed for use in Pay-TV television receivers. These early lPGs were full-screen grid

guides that displayed television program listings by time and channel in a two-dimensional grid.

Using a remote control, a user could interact with the guides to see, for example, what was on

television at a later time or on a different channel, instead of depending on the automated

scrolling of a traditional on-screen guide.

l7. In»2004, Rovi’s immediate predecessor-in-interest launched the i-Guide®, one of

the first lPGs that provided for dual-tuner support. Rovi’s i-Guide®, which Rovi continues to

offer to this day, allows users to watch and record programs simultaneously, providing users with

unprecedented convenience in the television viewing experience.

18. Rovi’s [PG technologies today allow for multi-screen entertainment across a

variety ofuser devices (e.g., seamless access to the same media from multiple devices and device

types, like a television and mobile device), and provide customizable listings for televisions,

receivers, game consoles, and mobile devices, thereby allowing consumers to find, discover, and

enjoy the content they want, when they want it, and where they want to access it. These and
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other innovations have helped users navigate an increasingly vast amount of content, and

discover and access entertainment they desire on almost any platform or device.

l9. To maintain Rovi’s leadership position in this industry, Rovi has invested and

continues to invest significant resources in the design, development and licensing of its lPGs and

related technologies used by television service providers (as well as others in the digital

entertainment industry). Since 2013 alone, Rovi has invested over $300 million in research and

development. Ex. 14 at 9. Furthermore, Rovi employs close to 800 full-time workers

throughout the United States, including at Rovi’s San Carlos, Burbank, Golden, Tulsa, Wayne,

and Plano offices. Id. at ll. See also Ex. 13C at 3.

20. Rovi has incorporated its technological innovations resulting from its significant

research and development into its commercial products. For example, Rovi’s i-Guide® and

Passport® Guide are lPGs that provide comprehensive listings, intuitive search capabilities,

advanced DVR and" Video on l)emand functionality, and HD support. Similarly, Rovi’s

TotalGuide xD is an advanced IPG for mobile devices, which allows consumers to find their

favorite programs, tune channels, and manage their DVR remotely.

21. The importance of Rovi’s innovative solutions has been recognized by numerous

leading Pay-TV service providers, which license these technologies and solutions from Rovi.

All told, as of December 31, 2015, Rovi’s technology was used by over l84 million subscribers

worldwide. See Ex. 15.

22. Rovi’s innovative IPG related technologies have been recognized through

numerous industry awards and accolades. For example, in 2012, Rovi was awarded a

Technology and Engineering Emmy® Award for its “Pioneering On-Screen Interactive Program

Guides” that assist “viewer[s] in rapidly locating their desired program.” See Ex. l6 at 6, 8.
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This category of Emmy® awards recognizes “developments . . . involved in engineering

technologies which either represent so extensive an improvement on existing methods or are so

innovative in nature that they materially have affected the transmission, recording, or reception

oftelevision.” See Ex. 17 at 1.

23. Rovi’s history of innovation is also reflected in the extensive patent coverage that

Rovi has obtained for its inventions. This portfolio, which includes more than 5,400 issued or

pending patents worldwide, is a direct result of Rovi’s substantial and ongoing investment in

research and development. The Asserted Rovi Patents are reflective of this history of innovation,

embodying a number of firsts in the development of [PG-related technologies.

24. Rovi’s current commercial products, including in particular its i-Guide®,

Passport® Guide, and TotalGuide XD IPG solutions, embody Rovi’s patented technology,

including the Asserted Rovi Patents.

25. The strength of Rovi’s patent portfolio has been recognized by the entertainment

industry. In particular, a number of major U.S. Pay-TV providers, including the proposed

Comcast Respondents (as defined below), as well as Verizon, AT&T (which recently acquired

DirecTV), Time Warner Cable, and Dish/EchoStar, among others, have acknowledged the

importance of Rovi’s innovations by taking licenses from Rovi for its patents covering these

innovations. Rovi has also licensed its patent portfolio to many leading content providers,

including both traditional (cable, satellite, IPTV) and new media (online, mobile) video

providers, as well as manufacturers and distributors of receivers and other consumer electronic

devices, including the proposed Manufacturer Respondents (as defined below). See Confidential

Ex. 32C.
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26. R0vi’s long-term financial success depends in part on its ability to establish,

maintain, and protect its proprietary technology through patents. The proposed Respondents’

infringement presents significant and ongoing damage to Rovi’s domestic business.

C. The Proposed Respondents

27. The proposed Respondents include various entities that manufacture, sell for

importation into the United States, import, and/or sell or lease within the United States after

importation the Accused Products, for use by their respective customers. With respect to the

proposed Respondents, Rovi alleges the following upon information and belief.

D. The Proposed “Comcast” Respondents

28. Upon information and belief, the proposed “Comcast” Respondents are in the

business of providing digital video, audio, and other content services to customers. Comcast

provides each subscriber to its subscription digital video services with at least one Accused

Product that is necessary for the receipt of such services. Upon information and belief, Comcast

obtains the Accused Products from Technicolor, Humax, and Arris, which, on information and

belief, manufacture and/or assemble these devices at manufacturing facilities located outside the

United States. Upon information and belief, the Accused Products contain, or are designed to

receive and execute, software (including IPG software) enabling a Comcast subscriber to: view,

record, and control television broadcasts; connect to and interact with the Comcast service

infrastructure and download data, software, and content; and receive an array of digital video,

audio, and other content. Upon information and belief, such software is installed on the receivers

before importation into the United States, or is installed on the Comcast receivers in the United

States after importation but before being provided, sold, and/or leased to end-user customers.

Upon information and belief, the receivers are specifically manufactured to be combined with

such software for use in Comcast’s service infrastructure. Comcast sells, leases, and/or
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otherwise provides these receivers to its subscribers in the United States after importation. Rovi

specifically reserves its right to supplement these allegations.

29. The Comcast Respondents include the following entities:

(i) Comcast Corporation (“Comcast Corp.”) is a Pennsylvania corporation

with a principal place of business at One Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.2

(ii) Comcast Cable Communications, LLC is a Delaware limited liability

company with a principal place of business at One Comcast Center, 1701 John F.

Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

(iii) Comcast Cable Communications Management, LLC is a Delaware

limited liability company with a principal place of business at One Comcast Center, 1701

John F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

(iv) Comcast Business Communications, LLC is a Pennsylvania limited

liability company with a principal place of business at One Comcast Center, 1701 John F.

Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

(v) Comcast Holdings Corporation is a Pennsylvania corporation with a

principal place of business at One Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

2 Comcast Corporation, in its 2015 10-K, identifies several subsidiaries, including regional
subsidiaries throughout the United States. Ex. 98 at Exhibit 21.1. Upon information and belief,
Comcast Corporation owns, direct, and controls its subsidiaries such that the acts of the
subsidiaries, including any unfair acts under Section 337, are attributed to Comcast Corporation.
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(vi) Comcast Shared Services, LLC is a Delaware limited liability

company with a principal place of business at 330 N. Wabash Ave. 22, Chicago, IL

60611-358.6.

30. Upon information and belief, Comcast is in the business of providing digital video,

audio, and other content services to customers. Upon information and belief, Comcast provides

subscribers to its subscription digital services with an Accused Product, which is necessary for

the receipt of such services. Upon information and belief, the proposed Comcast Respondents,

individually and/or collectively purchase from the Manufacturer Respondents the Accused

Products, which the proposed Comcast Respondents individually and/or collectively cause to be

manufactured, cause to be sold for importation, imported into the United States or cause to by

imported, and/or sell or lease after importation.

31. Upon information and belief, Comcast is a founder and key developer of the

Reference Design Kit (RDK). “Comcast’s RDK [is] an integrated software package providing a

common platfom-i for managing cable television equipment located at the consumers’ homes,

including set-top boxes, DVRs and home gateways.” Ex. I8. See also Exs. l9-21. The RDK

enables “potential hardware partners to build their own versions of [Comcast’s] next generation

setup.” Ex. 22 at l.

32. Upon information and belief, through the RDK, Comcast “work[s] closely with

STB manufactures and silicon suppliers during their early design phase and chipset prototype

production in order to minimize development cycles. In fact, STB suppliers can now take a new

chip from RDK- integrated silicon vendors and have a working STB design in days.” Ex. 23 at 2.
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33. Upon information and belief, Comcast also works with and has worked directly

with System on Chip (“SoC”) manufacturers “to get the RDK up and running on those chip

platforms before they even started building the [set-top] box around th[eir] chip.” Ex. 24 at 2.

34. Upon information and belief, through the promotion of the RDK, Comcast has

made significant “effort[s] to get vendors such as original equipment manufacturers (OEMs),

semiconductor manufacturers, software vendors, software integrators and multichannel video

programming distributors to create an ecosystem for new gear for Comcast’s X1 service.” Ex

25 at l. See also Ex. 20.

35. Upon information and belief, “[t]he RDK is supported by more than 200 licensees

including CE [consumer electronics] and SoC [System on Chip] manufacturers.” Ex. 26 at l.

36. Upon information and belief, through at least the promulgation of the RDK,

Comcast is substantially involved in the design and manufacture of the receivers onto which the

Comcast interactive program guides are loaded. i

37. Upon information and belief, Comcast purchases significant quantities of the

specially designed receivers from third parties.

38. Upon information and belief, as of October 2014, Comcast had “deployed about 5

million X1 boxes,” and was “’on track’ to have the majority of its customers on Xl within three

years [i.e., by 2017].” Ex. 27.

39. Upon information and belief, “[a]ll of C0mcast’s X1-class boxes are based on the

Reference Design Kit (RDK).” Ex. 19 at 1. _

40. Upon information and belief, third parties manufacture and/or assemble the

Accused Products at manufacturing facilities located outside the United States on Comcast’s

behalfand in accordance with the software and specifications provided as part ofthe RDK.
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41. Upon information and belief, Comcast has had and continues to have significant

involvement in the importation ofthe Accused Products, including by causing the manufacture

and importation of the Accused Products to occur through the promulgation of the Comcast RDK

the ordering and purchase of such products from third party manufacturers, which products

would not have been made or imported into the United States otherwise; and the subsequent

delivery of such products to its subscriber base.

42. Upon information and belief, Comcast has held itself out as the “supplier” of the

Accused Products that it distributes to its subscribers. For example, in connection with the FCC

filing made by Comcast relating to the potential merger of Comcast and Time Warner, Comcast

repeatedly referred to “Comcast-supplied set-top boxes,” and characterized receivers used in

connection with the X1 platform as “Comcast’s.” Ex. 21 at 178, 187 n.583.

43. Upon information and belief, these Comcast receivers contain, or are designed to

receive and execute, software (including IPG software) enabling a Comcast subscriber to view,

record, and control television broadcasts; connect to and interact with Comcast‘s service

infrastructure and download data, software, and content; and receive an array of digital video,

audio, and other content. Upon information and belief, Comcast develops the infringing IPG

software that is loaded onto such receivers (and for which purpose such receivers were designed)

44. Upon information and belief, such software is installed on the receivers before

importation into the United States, or is installed on the accused receivers in the United States

after importation but before being provided to end-user customers. Upon information and belief,

the receivers are specifically manufactured, in accordance with the RDK, to be combined with

such software for use in Comcast’s service infrastructure.
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45. Comcast sells, leases, and/or otherwise provides these receivers with IPG

software to its subscribers in the United States afler importation.

E. The Proposed “Manufacturer” Respondents

46. The proposed “Manufacturer” Respondents include the “Arris” Respondents, the

“Technicolor” Respondents, and the “Humax” Respondents. Upon information and belief, the

Manufacturer Respondents manufacture, sell for importation into the United States, import,

and/or sell or to Comcast within the United States after importation the Accused Products.

F. The Proposed “Arris” Respondents

47. The proposed “Arris” Respondents include various Arris entities that manufacture

and provide to Comcast receivers that infringe or are used to infringe one or more of the

Asserted Rovi Patents:3

(i) Arris lntemational plc is a public liability company organized under the

laws of England and has its principal place of business at 3871 Lakefield Drive, Suwanee,

GA 30024.

(ii) Upon information and belief, Arris Group Inc. is a subsidiary of Arris

International plc. It is incorporated in the state of Delaware and has its principal place of

business at 3871 Lakefield Drive, Suwanee, GA 30024.

3 Upon information and belief, on April 17, 2013, Arris acquired the Motorola Home
business from Google Inc., which, among other things, included Motorola’s set-top box business,
which in turn is responsible for the manufacture of certain Motorola-branded Accused Products,
as defined herein. See Exhibit 92. Accordingly, any reference to “Arris” herein includes
reference to this division.

Further upon information and belief, on April 22, 2015, Arris acquired Pace plc, which,
among other things, includes Pace’s set-top box business, which in turn is responsible for the
manufacture of certain ofthe Accused Products, as defined herein. See Exhibit 93. Accordingly
any reference to “Arris” herein includes reference to this entity.
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(iii) Upon information and belief, Arris Technology, Inc. is a subsidiary of

Arris Group Inc. It is incorporated in the state of Delaware and has its principal place of

business at 101 Tournament Drive, Horsham, PA 19044.

(iv) Arris Enterprises, Inc. is a subsidiary of Arris Technology, Inc. It is

incorporated in the state of Delaware and has its principal place of business at 3871

Lakefield Drive, Suwanee, GA 30024.

(v) Arris Solutions, Inc. is a subsidiary of Arris Enterprises, Inc. It is

incorporated in the state of Delaware and has its principal place of business at 3871

Lakefield Drive, Suwanee, GA 30024.

(vi) Pace Ltd. is a limited company organized under the laws of England

and has its principal place of business at Victoria Road, Saltaire, West Yorkshire, BDl8

3LF, England.

(vii) Pace Americas, LLC is a subsidiary of Pace Americas Investments,

LLC. It is organized under the laws of the state of Delaware and has its principal place of

business at 3701 FAU Boulevard, Suite 200, Boca Raton, FL 33431.

48. Upon information and belief, the proposed Arris Respondents, individually or

collectively, manufacture, sell for importation, import. and/or sell to Comcast afier importation,

certain of the Accused Products.

49. Upon information and belief, Arris has an indemnification obligation to Comcast

that extends to the patent infringement claims by the Complainants in this matter.
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G. The Proposed “Technicolor” Respondents

50. The proposed “Technicolor” Respondents include various Technicolor entities

that manufacture and provide to Comcast receivers that infringe or are used to infringe one or

more of the Asserted Rovi Patents:4

(i) Technicolor SA is a corporation organized under the laws of France

and has its principal place of business at l-5 Rue Jeanne d‘Arc, 92130 Issy-1es

Moulineaux, France.

(ii) Technicolor USA, Inc. is a subsidiary of Technicolor SA. It is

incorporated in the state of Delaware and has its principal place of. business at 10330

North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46290.

(iii) Technicolor Connected Home USA LLC is a subsidiary of

Technicolor USA, Inc. It is organized under the laws of the state of Delaware and has its

principal place of business at 101 West lO3rd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46290.

51. Upon information and belief, the proposed Technicolor Respondents, individually

or collectively, manufacture, sell for importation, import, and/or sell to Comcast afier

importation, certain of the Accused Products.

4 Upon information and belief, on November 20, 2015, Technicolor acquired Cisco
Systems, lnc.’s Cisco Connected Devices division, which, among other things, includes Cisco’s
set-top box business, which in turn is responsible for the manufacture of certain ofthe Accused
Products, as defined herein. See Exhibit 94. Also, upon information and belief, on February 27,
2006, Cisco Systems, Inc. acquired Scientific-Atlanta, which, among other things, includes
Scientific Atlanta’s set-top box business, which in turn is responsible for the manufacture of
certain ofthe Accused Products, as defined herein. http://wwW.cisco.com/cisco/web/UK/news
/archive/2006/022706a.html (last visited April 5, 2016). Accordingly, any reference to
“Technicolor” herein includes reference to this division.
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H. The Proposed “Humax” Respondents

52. The proposed “Humax” Respondents include various Humax entities that

manufacture or provide to Comcast receivers that infringe or are used to infringe one or more of

the Assetted Rovi Patents:

(i) Humax Co., Ltd. is a limited company organized under the laws of

South Korea and has its principal place of business at HUMAX Village, 216,

Hwangsaeul-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea.

(ii) Humax USA, Inc. is a subsidiary of Humax Co., Ltd. it is

incorporated in the state of Califomia and has its principal place of business at l750l

Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92614.

53. Upon information and belief, the proposed Humax Respondents, individually or

collectively, manufacture, sell for importation, import, and/or sell to Comcast after importation

certain of the Accused Products.

I. The Accused Products

54. Pursuant to Commission Rule 2l0.l2(a)(l2), Rovi states that the products accused

in this Investigation comprise digital video receivers and the hardware and software components

thereof, including, for example, IPG software. The Accused Products are defined below.

Exemplary manuals and technical materials for products listed below are included at Exhibits 44

64.

55. The Accused Products include Comcast digital video recording (“DVR”)

receivers and their related hardware and sofiware, including at least the associated IPG software.

Such Accused Products include at least the Comcast Xfinity receivers with the following model

numbers: ARRIS-Motorola ACQ-XG1, ARRIS-Motorola MXOIIANM, ARRIS-Motorola

MXOllBNl\/I, ARRIS-Motorola AX0l3AN, ARRIS-Motorola XG5 (MG2404), Motorola
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DCH3416, Motorola DCH64l6, Motorola DCT3400, Motorola DC'l‘6208, Motorola DCT64l2,

Motorola DCX3400, Motorola RNGZOON, Motorola DCX3400/M, Motorola DCX350lM,

Motorola MORZOOBN, Pace RNGZOON, Pace TDC575D, Pace XGl, Pace XGI-P, Pace

PXOOIANC, Pace PXOOIANM, Pace PX0l2ANM, Pace PX0l2ANC, Pace PXOl3ANM, Pace

PX0l3ANC (manufactured by or on behalf of Arris); Cisco RNG200, Cisco Explorer

8540HDC/8550 HDC, Cisco RNGZOON, Cisco Explorer 8652HDC, Scientific Atlanta 8300

(manufactured by or on behalf of Technicolor).

56. The Accused Products also include Comcast non-DVR receivers and their related

hardware and sofiware, including at least the associated IPG software. Such Accused Products

include at least the Comcast Xfinity receivers with the following model numbers: Motorola

DCH100, Motorola DCH2300, Motorola DCH6200, Motorola DCH70, Motorola DCT700,

Motorola DCTl800, Motorola DCT2000, Motorola DCT2500, Motorola DCT5100, Motorola

DCT6200, Motorola DCX3200, Motorola RNGl5O, Motorola DCX32O0M P2, Pace RNG110,

Pace RNGISON, Pace PRl50BNC, Pace PRISOBNM Xl, Pace RNGISON P2, Pace XG2, Pace

Xi3, Pace XiD Xl (manufactured by or on behalf of Arris); Cisco RNGIOO, Cisco Explorer

l540C, Cisco RNGISO, Cisco Explorer l640HDC, Cisco RNGl50N, Scientific Atlanta 4250

(manufactured by or on behalf of Technicolor); and Humax Xi3 (manufactured by or on behalf

of Humax).

57. The Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States, imported,

and/or sold and/or leased within the United States afier importation, by or on behalf of Comcast,

Arris, Technicolor, and/or Humax for use by Comcast’s customers in Comcast’s Xfinity service.

Upon information and beliefi the Accused Products are specifically made to be combined with

[PG software for use with Comcast’s Xfinity service.
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58. Upon information and belief, all Accused Products with DVR capabilities are

configured and operate in substantially the same way with respect to the Asserted Rovi Patents

asserted against those products. Similarly, upon information and belief, all Accused Products

without DVR capabilities are configured and operate in substantially the same way with respect

to the Asserted Rovi Patents asserted against those products. Upon information and belief, the

Accused Products with DVR capabilities made by Arris, Technicolor, and Humax are, with

respect to the Asserted Rovi Patents asserted against those products, functionally identical to

each other. Similarly, upon information and belief, the Accused Products without DVR

capabilities made by Arris, Technicolor, and I-lumax are, with respect to the Asserted Rovi

Patents asserted against those products, functionally identical to each other. For example, upon

information and belief, the Accused Products all contain lPG software designed by Comcast and

implement the relevant infringing features in the same manner. See, e.g., Ex. 28. In addition,

upon information and belief, Comcast provides a single website of Xfinity TV user information

relating to the patented functionalities. See, e.g., Exs. 29-31.

59. Without discovery, Rovi cannot exhaustively identify all devices sold for

importation into the United States, imported, and/or sold or leased within the United States after

importation that infringe or are used to infringe the Asserted Rovi Patents. Rovi reserves its

right to supplement its allegations, to amend the Complaint, and to add Respondents and accused

products in the future if necessary.
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III. THE PATENTS AT ISSUE AND NON-TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
PATENTS”

A. The ’263 Patent

(1) Identification ofthe Patent and Ownership

60. United States Patent No. 8,006,263 is entitled “Interactive television program

guide with remote access” and issued on August 23, 201 l. The ’263 Patent expires on

September 18, 2019, is based on U.S. Patent Application No. ll/246,392, filed on October 7,

2005, and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/097,527, filed on August

21, 1998, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/093,292, filed on July 17, 1998. See

Ex. 1.

61. Rovi Guides, Inc. owns, by assignment, all right, title, and interest in and to

the ’263 Patent. The inventors ofthe ’263 Patent, Michael D. Ellis, William L. Thomas, Joel G.

Hassell, Thomas R. Lemmons, David M. Berezowski, Robert A. Knee, and Robert H. McCoy,

assigned their rights in the ’263 Patent to United Video Properties, Inc. United Video Properties,

Inc. merged into UV Corp., which merged into TV Guide, Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides,

Inc. Certified copies of the assignments are attached as Exhibit 7.

62. A certified copy of the ’263 Patent has been submitted as Exhibit l. A certified

copy of the U.S, Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ’263 Patent, and copies of each

technical reference mentioned in the file history are submitted with this Complaint as Appendix

B.

5 The non-technical description of the Asserted Rovi Patents is provided for purpose of
general information and understanding and is not meant to be a position with respect to claim
construction and/or other technical aspects ofpatent law.
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63. The ’263 Patent is the subject of certain licenses. A list of licensees under

the ’263 Patent is included in Confidential Exhibit 32C.6 There are no other known licenses

relating to the ’263 Patent.

(2) Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention

64. The ’263 Patent describes, among other things, a local IPG implemented on

interactive television program guide equipment (e.g., a receiver) that allows, for example, a user

of an IPG implemented on a remote access device (e.g., a mobile phone) to schedule a recording

by the local IPG. The patent discloses features such as the local IPG being configured to receive

from the remote IPG, at least in part via an Internet communications path, a user selection of a

program for recording, where a display on the remote IPG is based at least in part on a user

profile stored remotely from the mobile access device on which the remote IPG is implemented.

(3) Foreign Counterparts

65. A chart identifying the foreign patents and applications corresponding to the ’263

Patent is attached as Exhibit 33.

66. To the best of Rovi’s knowledge, information, and belief, there are no other

foreign patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or

rejected corresponding to the ’263 Patent.

B. The ’413 Patent

(1) Identification of the Patent and Ownership

67. United States Patent No. 8,578,4l3 is entitled “Interactive television program

guide with remote access” and issued on November 5, 2013. The ’4l3 Patent expires on

6 With respect to Confidential Exhibit 32C, Rovi’s licenses generally include all patents in
its guidance portfolio, including the Asserted Rovi Patents in specified fields-of-use and in
specified regions.
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September 18, 2019, is based on U.S. Patent Application No. 13/275,565, filed on October 18,

2011, and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/097,527, filed on August

21, 1998, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application N0. 60/093,292, filed on July 17, 1998. See

Ex. 4.

68. Rovi Guides, Inc. owns, by assignment, all right, title, and interest in and to

the ’413 Patent. The inventors of the ’4l3 Patent, Michael D. Ellis, William L. Thomas, Joel G.

Hassell, Thomas R. Lemmons, David M. Berezowski, Robert A. Knee, and Robert H. McCoy,

assigned their rights in the ’413 Patent to United Video Properties, Inc. United Video Properties,

Inc. merged into UV Co1p., which merged into TV Guide, Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides,

Inc. Certified copies ofthe assignments are attached as Exhibit 10.

69. A certified copy of the ’413 Patent has been submitted as Exhibit 4. A certified

copy ofthe U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ’413 Patent, and copies of each

technical reference mentioned in the file history are submitted with this Complaint as Appendix

E.

70. The ’413 Patent is the subject of certain licenses. A list of licensees under

the ’413 Patent is included in Confidential Ex. 32C. There are no other known licenses relating

to the ’4 13 Patent.

(2) Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention

71. The ’413 Patent describes, among other things, a local IPG implemented on

interactive television program guide equipment (e.g., a receiver) that allows, for eitample, a user

of an IPG implemented on a remote access device (e.g., a mobile phone) to schedule a recording

by the local IPG. The patent discloses features such as the local IPG being configured to receive

from the remote IPG, at least in part via an lntemet communications path, a user selection of a
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program For recording, where a display on the remote IPG is based at least in part on a user

profile stored remotely from the mobile access device on which the remote IPG is implemented.

(3) Foreign Counterparts

72. A chart identifying the foreign patents and applications corresponding to the ’413

Patent is attached as Exhibit 33.

73. g To the best of Rovi’s knowledge, information, and belief, there are no other

foreign patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or

rejected corresponding to the ’4l3 Patent.

C. The ’801 Patent

(1) Identification of the Patent and Ownership

74. United States Patent N0. 8,046,801 is entitled “Interactive television program

guide with remote access” and issued on October 25, 2011. The ’801 Patent expires on October

I6, 2020, is based on U.S. Patent Application No. 10/927,814, filed on August 26, 2004, and

claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/097,527, filed on August 21, 1998,

and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/093,292, filed on July l7, 1998. See Ex. 2.

75. Rovi Guides, Inc. owns, by assignment, all right, title, and interest in and to

the ’801 Patent. The inventors ofthe ’80l Patent, Michael D. Ellis, William L. Thomas, Joel G.

Hassell, Thomas R. Lemmons, David M. Berezowski, Robert A. Knee, and Robert H. McCoy,

assigned their rights in the ’8Ol Patent to United Video Properties, lnc. United Video Properties,

Inc. merged into UV Corp., which merged into TV Guide, Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides,

Inc. Certified copies ofthe assignments are attached as Exhibit 8.

76. A certified copy of the ’80l Patent has been submitted as Exhibit 2. A certified

copy ofthe U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ’80l Patent, and copies of each
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technical reference mentioned in the file history are submitted with this Complaint as Appendix

C. "

77. The ’8Ol Patent is the subject of certain licenses. A list of licensees under

the ’801 Patent is included in Confidential Exhibit 32C. There are no other known licenses

relating to the ’801 Patent.

(2) Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention

78. The ’8Ol Patent describes, among other things, a local IPG implemented on

interactive television program guide equipment (e.g., a receiver) that allows, for example, a user

of an IPG implemented on a remote access device (e.g., a mobile phone) to schedule a recording

by the local IPG. The patent discloses features such as the local IPG being configured to receive

from the remote IPG, at least in part via an Internet communications path, a user selection of a

program for recording, where a display on the remote IPG is based at least in part on program

guide information received from the local IPG.

_(3) Foreign Counterparts

79. A chart identifying the foreign patents and applications corresponding to the ’801

Patent is attached as Exhibit 33.

80. To the best of Rovi’s knowledge, information, and belief, there are no other

foreign patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or

rejected corresponding to the ’8Ol Patent.

D. The ’512 Patent

(1) Identification ofthe Patent and Ownership

81. United States Patent No. 8,621,512 is entitled “Interactive television program

guide with simultaneous watch and record capabilities” and issued on December 31, 2013.

The ’5l2 Patent expires June 11,2019, is based on U.S. Patent Application No. 13/280,215, filed
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on October 24, 2011, and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/089,487,

filed on June 16, 1998. See Ex. 5.

82. Rovi Guides, Inc. owns, by assignment, all right, title, and interest in and to

the ’512 Patent. The inventors of the ’5l2 Patent, Michael D. Ellis, Thomas R. Lemmons,

Connie T. Marshall, and Donald W. Allison, assigned their rights in the ‘S12 Patent to United

Video Properties, Inc. United Video Properties, Inc. merged into UV Corp., which merged into

TV Guide, Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides, Inc. Certified copies of the assignments are

attached as Exhibit 11.

83. A certified copy of the ‘S12 Patent has been submitted as Exhibit 5. A certified

copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ’5I2 Patent, and copies of each

technical reference mentioned in the file history are submitted with this Complaint as Appendix

F.

84. The ’512 Patent is the subject of certain licenses. A list of licensees under

the ’512 Patent is included in Confidential Exhibit 32C. There are no other known licenses

relating to the ’5I2 Patent.

(2) Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention

85. The ’512 Patent describes, among other things, an IPG system comprising

multiple tuners that, for example, permits a user to watch a live program using one tuner while

simultaneously recording another program using another tuner without interrupting the viewing

or recording processes of either tuner, and where, when the user requests to tune to a program

and neither tuner is available to perform the requested tuning operation, an alert is displayed that

provides the user an option to cancel a function of the second tuner so that the second tuner can

perform the requested tuning operation, enhancing control over and flexibility ofthe system as a

result.
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(3) Foreign Counterparts

86. A chart identifying the foreign patents and applications corresponding to the ’512

Patent is attached as Exhibit 33.

87. To the best of Rovi’s knowledge, information, and belief, there are no other

foreign patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or

rejected corresponding to the ’5l2 Patent.

E. The ’l47 Patent

(1) Identification of the Patent and Ownership

88. United States Patent No. 8,768,147 is entitled “Systems and methods for

interactive program guides with personal video recording features” and issued on July 1, 2014.

The ’147 Patent expires on February 5, 2025, is based on U.S. Patent Application No.

11/894,797, filed on August 20, 2007, and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application

No. 60/301,589, filed on June 28, 2001, U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/296,593,

filed on June 7, 2001, U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/290,709, filed on May 14,

2001, U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/284,703, filed on April 18, 2001, U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 60/271,809, filed on February 27, 2001, and U.S. Provisional

Patent Application No. 60/270,469, filed on February 21, 2001. See Ex. 6.

89. Rovi Guides, Inc. owns, by assignment, all right, title, and interest in and to

the ’147 Patent. The inventors of the ’147 Patent, Michael D. Ellis, Danny R. Gaydou, M. Scott

Reichardt, Joseph P. Baumgartner, and William L. Thomas, assigned their rights in the ’147

Patent to United Video Properties, Inc. United Video Properties, Inc. merged into UV Corp.,

which merged into TV Guide, Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides, lnc. Certified copies ofthe

assignments are attached as Exhibit 12.
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90. A certified copy ofthe ’147 Patent has been submitted as Exhibit 6. A certified

copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ’147 Patent, and copies of each

technical reference mentioned in the file history are submitted with this Complaint as Appendix

A.

91. The ’147 Patent is the subject of certain licenses. A list of licensees under

the ’l47 Patent is included in Confidential Exhibit 32C. There are no other known licenses

relating to the ‘147 Patent.

(2) Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention

92. The ’l47 patent describes, among other things, a system that, for example,

enables a user to watch multiple live programs without having to permanently record either by,

for example, buffering a first program on a first channel when tuned to by a first tuner, and

buffering a second program on a second channel when tuned to by a second tuner, so that both

programs are buffered in parallel, and providing the user increased control over the system by,

for example, providing an indicator that shows the availability of at least one buffered program

for playback, in addition to the current play position, so that the user can adjust the indicator to

access other play positions in at least one of the buffered programs.

(3) Foreign Counterparts

93. A chart identifying the foreign patents and applications corresponding to the ’l47

Patent is attached as Exhibit 33.

94. To the best of Rovi’s knowledge, information, and belief, there are no other

foreign patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or

rejected corresponding to the ’147 Patent.
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F. The ’871 Patent

(1) Identification of the Patent and Ownership

95. United States Patent No. 8,566,871 is entitled “Multiple interactive electronic

program guide system and methods” and issued on October 22, 2013. The ’871 Patent expires

on July 6, 2022, is based on U.S. Patent Application No. 11/182,081, filed on July 15, 2005, and

claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/135,004, filed on May 20, 1999,

U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/123,294, filed on March 4, 1999, and U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 60/094,564, filed on July 29, 1998. See Ex. 3.

96. Rovi Guides, Inc. owns, by assignment, all right, title, and interest in and to

the ’87l Patent. The inventors of the ’871 Patent, James H. Knowles, Kenneth D. Johnson, and

Gordon Chang, assigned their rights in the ’871 Patent to StarSight Telecast, lnc., which merged

into Rovi Guides, Inc. Certified copies of the assignments are attached as Exhibit 9.

97. A certified copy of the ’871 Patent has been submitted as Exhibit 3. A certified

copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ’871 Patent, and copies of each

technical reference mentioned in the file history are submitted with this Complaint as Appendix

D.

98. The ‘871 Patent is the subject of certain licenses. A list of licensees under

the ’87l Patent is included in Confidential Exhibit 32C. There are no other known licenses

relating to the ’87l Patent.

(2) Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention

99. The ’871 Patent describes, among other things, a system that enables a user to

display first and second IPGs that are accessible from multiple receivers located in a household

such that, for example, a user can schedule a recording from the first IPG and another recording
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from the second IPG, and both recordings are stored and aggregated so that they can be

displayed in a list of scheduled recordings accessible from both lPGs.

(3) Foreign Counterparts

100. A chart identifying the foreign patents and applications corresponding to the ’87l

Patent is attached as Exhibit 34.

101. To the best of Rovi’s knowledge, information, and belief, there are no other

foreign patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or

rejected corresponding to the ’87 l Patent.

IV. RELATED LITIGATION

102. On April l, 2016, Rovi filed a complaint against the Respondents in the United

States District Court for the Eastem District of Texas (Case No. 2:16-cv-322) (“the EDTX

Action”) alleging infringement of the Asserted Rovi Patents in a similar manner to that alleged

herein. That action is pending.

103. Other than these pending litigations, there are no current or past court or agency

litigations involving the Asserted Rovi Patents.

V. UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR ACTS OF PROPOSED RESPONDENTS — PATENT
INFRINGEMENT

104. All Respondents, individually and/or jointly, directly and/or indirectly, literally

and/or under the doctrine of equivalents, infringe one or more of the Asserted Rovi Patents with

the Accused Products that are manufactured and/or assembled outside the United States and, by

or on behalf of Respondents, imported, sold for importation, and/or sold and/or leased after

importation into the United States. To the extent the infringing acts involve Comcast software

that is provided by Comcast, or downloaded to or otherwise made available on a receiver, after

importation, and/or involves the use of Comcast services, applications, or network infrastructure
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or systems that enable the Comcast services, all Respondents induce infringement and/or

contribute to the infringement of one or more of the Asserted Rovi Patents. The Accused

Products cannot be operated without such software and/or without use of Comcast’s network

infrastructure or systems. Therefore, the accused components of the Accused Products are not

staple articles of commerce and have no substantial non-infringing uses.

105. Upon information and belief, to the extent the infringing acts involve activities of

Comcast and Arris and/or Hulnax and/or Technicolor, Respondents’ infringement of the Rovi

Patent is joint, as (1) express agreements exist between and among Comcast and Arris, Comcast

and Humax, and Comcast and Technicolor, which agreements relate to the design, manufacture,

importation, distribution, and/or sale of the Accused Products; (2) there exists a common purpose

between Comcast on the one hand, and Arris, Humax, and Technicolor on the other, including

relating to the distribution of Accused Products and delivery of the Comcast Pay-TV sen/ices to

subscribers; and (3) there is a community of pecuniary interest in that purpose among

Respondents, who profit from the delivery and expansion of the Comcast Pay-TV services.

106. In addition, upon information and belief, Comcast exercises direction or control

over Arris, Technicolor, and Humax with respect to the manufacture, importation, sale for

importation, and/or sale or lease after importation, of the Accused Products, by instructing Arris,

Technicolor, and Humax to make and/or import the Accused Products according to Comcast’s

specifications.

107. Respondents were aware of, or will have knowledge of, the Asserted Rovi Patents

and Respondents’ infringing activity at least based on the April I, 2016 filing and subsequent

service ofthe complaint in the EDTX Action.
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108. ln addition, Rovi is providing each Respondent with a copy of this Complaint

upon the filing of this Complaint with the Commission. This expressly provides Respondents

with knowledge of the Asserted Rovi Patents and their infringing acts, to the extent Respondents

contend they did not previously have such knowledge, so that continuing acts by Respondents

demonstrate intent to induce others to infringe and contribute to the infringement by others of the

Asserted Rovi Patents.

109. In addition, (a) Comcast Corporation, on behalf of itself and for its affiliates,

(b) Arris Group, Inc., on behalf of itself and all of its subsidiaries, (c) Scientific-Atlanta, lnc., a

predecessor-in-interest of Technicolor, and (d) Humax Co., Ltd. on behalf of itself and all of its

subsidiaries, previously took licenses to Rovi’s guidance patent portfolio for a limited term, for a

limited purpose, and/or in a limited geography, which portfolio includes the Assetted Rovi

Patents. See, e.g., Confidential Ex. 13C, W 20-23. . Therefore, on information and belief, all

Respondents knew or should have known of the Asseited Rovi Patents and the Respondents’

infringing acts.

110. ln addition, upon information and belief, the Respondents were aware of the

Asserted Rovi Patents or will have knowledge of the Asserted Rovi Patents and their infringing

activity based on the public filing ofthis Complaint. At a minimum, the Notice of Investigation

that will be published by the Commission in the Federal Register, should the Commission

institute an investigation, together with the service of this Complaint by the Commission upon

Respondents, will serve as notice to the Respondents of the Asserted Rovi Patents and their

infringing activities, should the Respondents contend that they did not previously have

knowledge ofthe Asserted Rovi Patents or their infringing activity.
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A. Infringement of the ’263Patent

lll. Upon information and belief, one or more of the Accused Products of the

Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor Respondents directly and/or indirectly infringe claims 1-2, 5-6,

8-9, 11-12, 14-15, and 17-18 ofthe ’263 Patent, literally and/or under the doctrine ofequivalents.

112. For example, a claim chart applying independent claims 1, 5, 8, 11, 14, and 17 of

the ’263 Patent to the Accused Products (and components thereof), with the XG1 DVR Receiver

operating with the Comcast Xfinity X1 software as an exemplary product, can be found at

Exhibit 35.

113. At least the Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor Respondents induce infringement of

the asserted claims of the ’263 Patent. Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor have had knowledge of

the ’263 Patent and the Accused Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or

service of the complaint in the EDTX Action and/or this Complaint. Further, prior to the filing

this Complaint, Rovi provided presentations and claim charts to Comcast specifically identifying

patents in Rovi’s portfolio, including the ’263 patent.

114. Comcast knowingly and intentionally encourages and aids at least (1) Comcast

regional subsidiaries; (2) Arris and Technicolor; and (3) end-user subscribers, to directly infringe

the ’263 Patent.

115. For example, Comcast provides the technical and business infrastructure, know

how, and other support to instruct and enable Comcast regional subsidiaries to make, use,

sell/lease, and/or offer for sale/lease the Accused Products. The subsidiaries directly infringe at

least by making, using, selling/leasing, and/or offering for sale/lease the Accused Products.

Comcast induces such infringement by providing the technical and business infrastructure,

know-how, and other support to enable and facilitate such infringement, knowing of the ’263

Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in
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infringement of the ’263 Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’263 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

ll6. In addition, upon information and belief, Comcast provides the specifications,

know-how and technical support to instruct and enable Arris and Technicolor to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, and/or import the Accused Products. Arris and Technicolor directly infringe

the ’263 Patent by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing the Accused

Products. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the specifications, know-how and

technical support to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’263 Patent. Upon

information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in infringement of

the ’263 Patent, or subjectively believed that its actions will result in infringement of the ’263

Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid leaming of those facts.

117. Comcast also provides the Accused Products and instmctions to Xfinity

subscribers so that such subscribers will use the Accused Products in an infringing manner. For

example, Comcast markets the Xfinity TV Remote App to subscribers by touting the ability to

“Schedule a DVR recording with the XFINITY TV Remote App” as “a great way to make sure

you don't miss your favorite shows.” Comcast provides instructions to subscribers on “How to

do it,” e.g., “From the Main Screen: Select The Guide. Review the grid of available programs.

v :1Select the program you want to record. You ll see an option to record the program on your DVR.

Comcast subscribers directly infringe by using the Accused Products in their intended manner to

infringe. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the Accused Products and

instructions to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’263 Patent. Upon information

and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in infringement of the ‘263
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Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in infringement of the ’263 Patent but

took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

118. Arris and Technicolor knowingly and intentionally encourage or aid at least (1)

Comcast and its subsidiaries and (2) Comcast subscribers, to directly infringe the ’263 Patent.

119. For example, Arris and Technicolor provide the Accused Products and hardware

and software components thereof to Comcast and/or its subsidiaries. Comcast and/or its

subsidiaries directly infringe claims ofthe ’263 Patent by making, using, selling/leasing, offering

for sale/lease, and/or importing the Accused Products. Arris and Technicolorlinduce such

infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing

of the ’263 Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor specifically intend that

their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’263 Patent, or subjectively believe that

their actions will result in infringement of the ’263 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid

learning of those facts. 

120. Arris and Technicolor also induce Comcast subscribers to infringe by providing

the Accused Products, which are specifically designed to infringe, knowing and intending they

will be used to infringe. Comcast subscribers directly infringe as set forth above. Arris and

Technicolor induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’263 Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor

specifically intend that their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’263 Patent, or

subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of the ‘Z63 Patent but took

deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

121. At least Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor contributorily infringe the asserted

claims of the ’263 Patent because they have had knowledge ofthe ’263 Patent and the Accused
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Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or service of the complaint in the

EDTX Action and this Complaint and, upon information and belief, continue to sell, lease, offer

for sale/lease, import, and/or sell for importation the Accused Products that embody a material

part of the claimed invention of the ’263 Patent, that are not staple articles with substantial non

infringing uses, and that are known by them to be specially made or adapted for use in an

infringing manner. For example, when Comcast and/or its customers use the Accused Products

in their intended manner, Comcast and/or its customers directly infringe the asserted claims of

the ’263 Patent. The Accused Products are specially designed to infringe the asserted claims of

the ’263 Patent, and their accused components have no substantial non-infringing uses.

122. Thus, Respondents have violated Section 337 with respect to the ’263 Patent.

However, because it is difficult to identify all sources of infringing articles, and discovery may

reveal additional violations of Section 337 with respect to the ’263 Patent, Rovi reserves all

rights to supplement its allegations to identify additional respondents that have violated Section

337 with respect to this patent.

B. Infringement of the ’413Patent

123. Upon information and belief, one or more of the Accused Products of the

Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor Respondents directly and/or indirectly infringe claims 1, 3, 5-9,

10, 12, and 14-18 ofthe ’4l3 Patent, literally and/or under the doctrine ofequivalents.

124. For example, a claim chart applying independent claims 1 and 10 of the ’413

Patent to the Accused Products (and components thereof), with the XG1 DVR Receiver

operating with the Comcast Xfinity X1 software as an exemplary product, can be found at

Exhibit 36.

125. At least the Comcast, Anis, and Technicolor Respondents induce infringement of

the asserted claims ofthe ’413 Patent. Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor have had knowledge of
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the ’4l3 Patent and the Accused Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or

service of the complaint in the EDTX Action and/or this Complaint. Further, prior to the filing

this Complaint, Rovi provided presentations and claim charts to Comcast specifically identifying

patents in Rovi’s portfolio, including the ’413 Patent.

126. Comcast knowingly and intentionally encourages and aids at least (l) Comcast

regional subsidiaries; (2) Arris and Technicolor; and (3) end-user subscribers, to directly infringe

the ’4l3 Patent.

127. For example, Comcast provides the technical and business infrastructure, know

how, and other support to instruct and enable Comcast regional subsidiaries to make, use,

sell/lease, and/or offer for sale/lease the Accused Products. The subsidiaries directly infringe at

least by making, using, selling/leasing, and/or offering for sale/lease the Accused Products.

Comcast induces such infringement by providing the technical and business infrastructure,

know-how, and other support to enable and facilitate such infringement, knowing of the ’413

Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’4l3 Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’4l3 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

128. In addition, upon information and belief, Comcast provides the specifications,

know-how and technical support to instruct and enable Arris and Technicolor to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, and/or import the Accused Products. Arris and Technicolor directly infringe

the ’4l3 Patent by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing the Accused

Products. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the specifications, know-how and

technical support to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’4l3 Patent. Upon

information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in infringement of
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the ’4l3 Patent, or subjectively believed that its actions will result in infringement of the ’4l3

Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

129. Comcast also provides the Accused Products and instructions to Xfinity

subscribers so that such subscribers will use the Accused Products in an infringing manner. For

example, Comcast markets the XFINITY TV Remote App to subscribers by touting the ability to

“Schedule a DVR recording with the XFINITY TV Remote App” as “a great way to make sure

you don’ltmiss your favorite shows.” Comcast provides instructions to subscribers on “How to

do it,” e.g., “From the Main Screen: Select The Guide. Review the grid of available programs.

Select the program you want to record. You'll see an option to record the program on your DVR.

Comcast subscribers directly infringe the ’4l3 Patent by using the Accused Products in their

intended manner to infringe. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the Accused

Products and instructions to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’4l3 Patent.

Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’413 Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’413 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

130. Arris and Technicolor knowingly and intentionally encourage or aid at least (1)

Comcast and its subsidiaries and (2) Comcast subscribers, to directly infringe the ’4l3 Patent.

131. For example, Arris and Technicolor provide the Accused Products and hardware

and software components thereof to Comcast and/or its subsidiaries. Comcast and/or its

subsidiaries directly infringe claims of the ’413 Patent by making, using, selling/leasing, offering

for sale/lease, and/or importing the Accused Products. Arris and Technicolor induce such

infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing

of the ’4l3 Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor specifically intend that
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their actions will result in infringement ofclaims ofthe ’4l3 Patent, or subjectively believe that

their actions will result in infringement of the ’4l3 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid

leaming of those facts.

132. Arris and Technicolor also induce Comcast subscribers to infringe by providing

the Accused Products, which are specifically designed to infringe, knowing and intending they

will be used to infringe. Comcast subscribers directly infringe as set forth above. Arris and

Technicolor induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’4l3 Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor

specifically intend that their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’4l3 Patent, or

subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of the ’4l3 Patent but took

deliberate actions to avoid leaming of those facts. 

133. At least Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor contributorily infringe the asserted

claims of the ’4l3 Patent because they have had knowledge of the ’4l3 Patent and the Accused

Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or service of the complaint in the

EDTX Action and this Complaint and, upon information and belief, continue to sell, lease, offer

for sale/lease, import, and/or sell for importation the Accused Products that embody a material

part of the claimed invention of the ’4l3 Patent, that are not staple articles with substantial non

infringing uses, and that are known by them to be specially made or adapted for use in an

infringing manner. For example, when Comcast and/or its customers use the Accused Products

in their intended manner, Comcast and/or its customers directly infringe the asserted claims of

the ’4l3 Patent. The Accused Products are specially designed to infringe the asserted claims of

the ’4l3 Patent, and their accused components have no substantial non-infringing uses.
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134. Thus, Respondents have violated Section 337 with respect to the ’413 Patent.

However, because it is difficult to identify all sources of infringing articles, and discovery may

reveal additional violations of Section 337 with respect to the ’413 Patent, Rovi reserves all

rights to supplement its allegations to identify additional respondents that have violated Section

337 with respect to this patent.

C. Infringement of the ’80l Patent

135. Upon information and belief, one or more of the Accused Products of the

Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor Respondents directly and/or indirectly infringe claims 1- 4, 5-9,

10-14, 15-18, 19-22, 23-27, 28-32, 33-36, 37-40, 41-45, 46-50, and 51-54 of the ’801 Patent,

literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents.

136. For example, a claim chart applying independent claims 1, 5, 10, 15, 19, 23, 28,

33, 37, 41, 46, and 51 of the ’801 Patent to the Accused Products (and components thereof), with

the XG1 DVR Receiver operating with the Comcast Xfinity X1 software as an exemplary

product, can be found at Exhibit 37.

137. At least the Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor Respondents induce infringement of

the asserted claims of the ’801 Patent. Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor have had knowledge of

the ’801 Patent and the Accused Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or

service of the complaint in the EDTX Action and/or this Complaint. Further, prior to the filing

this Complaint, Rovi provided presentations and claim charts to Comcast specifically identifying

patents in Rovi’s portfolio, including the ‘S01 Patent.

138. Comcast knowingly and intentionally encourages and aids at least (1) Comcast

regional subsidiaries; (2) Arris and Technicolor; and (3) end-user subscribers, to directly infringe

the ’80l Patent.
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139. For example, Comcast provides the technical and business infrastructure, know

how, and other support to instruct and enable Comcast regional subsidiaries to make, use,

sell/lease, and/or offer for sale/lease the Accused Products. The subsidiaries directly infringe at

least by making, using, selling/leasing, and/or offering for sale/lease the Accused Products.

Comcast induces such infringement by providing the technical and business infrastructure,

know-how, and other support to enable and facilitate such infringement, knowing of the ’80l

Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’80l Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’80l Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid leaming of those facts.

140. In addition, upon information and belief, Comcast provides the specifications,

know-how and technical support to instruct and enable Arris and Technicolor to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, and/or import the Accused Products. Arris and Technicolor directly infringe the

’801 Patent by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing the Accused Products.

Comcast induces such infringement by providing the specifications, know-how and technical

support to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’80l Patent. Upon information and

belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in infringement of the ’801 Patent,

or subjectively believed that its actions will result in infringement of the ’801 Patent but took

deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

l4l. Comcast also provides the Accused Products and instructions to Xfinity

subscribers so that such subscribers will use the Accused Products in an infringing manner. For

example, Comcast markets the XFINITY TV Remote App to subscribers by touting the ability to

“Schedule a DVR recording with the XFINITY TV Remote App” as “a great way to make sure

you don’t miss your favorite shows.” Comcast provides instructions to subscribers on “How to
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do it,” e.g., “From the Main Screen: Select The Guide. Review the grid of available programs.

Select the program you want to record. You'll see an option to record the program on your DVR.

Comcast subscribers directly infringe the ’80l Patent by using the Accused Products in their

intended manner to infringe. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the Accused

Products and instructions to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’80l Patent.

Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’80l Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’80l Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

142. Arris and Technicolor knowingly and intentionally encourage or aid at least (l)

Comcast and its subsidiaries and (2) Comcast subscribers, to directly infringe the ’80l Patent.

143. For example, Arris and Technicolor provide the Accused Products and hardware

and sofiware components thereof to Comcast and/or its subsidiaries. Comcast and/or its

subsidiaries directly infringe claims of the ’80l Patent by making, using, selling/leasing, offering

for sale/lease, and/or importingithe Accused Products. Arris and Technicolor induce such

infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing

of the ’80l Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor specifically intend that

their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’80l Patent, or subjectively believe that

their actions will result in infringement of the ’80l Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid

learning ofthose facts.

144. Arris and Technicolor also induce Comcast subscribers to infringe by providing

the Accused Products, which are specifically designed to infringe, knowing and intending they

will be used to infringe. Comcast subscribers directly infringe as set forth above. Arris and

Technicolor induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and Facilitate
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infringement, knowing ofthe ’80l Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor

specifically intend that their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’801 Patent, or

subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of the ’80l Patent but took

deliberate actions to avoid leaming of those facts.

145. At least Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor contributorily infringe the asserted

claims of the ’801 Patent because they have had knowledge of the ’801 Patent and the Accused

Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or service of the complaint in the

EDTX Action and this Complaint and, upon information and belief, continue to sell, lease, offer

for sale/lease, import, and/or sell for importation the Accused Products that embody a material

part of the claimed invention of the ’80l Patent, that are not staple articles with substantial non

infringing uses, and that are known by them to be specially made or adapted For use in an

infringing manner. For example, when Comcast and/or its customers use the Accused Products

in their intended manner, Comcast and/or its customers directly infringe the asserted claims of

the ’80l Patent. The Accused Products are specially designed to infringe the asserted claims of

the ’801 Patent, and their accused components have no substantial non-infringing uses.

146. Thus, Respondents have violated Section 337 with respect to the ’8Ol Patent.

However, because it is difficult to identify all sources of infringing articles, and discovery may

reveal additional violations of Section 337 with respect to the ’801 Patent, Rovi reserves all

rights to supplement its allegations to identify additional respondents that have violated Section

337 with respect to this patent.

D. Infringement of the ’512Patent

147. Upon information and belief, one or more of the Accused Products of each

Respondent directly and/or indirectly infringe claims 1, 2-4, 8-12, 13, 14-16, and 20-24 of

the ’5l2 Patent, literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents.
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148. For example, a claim chart applying independent claims 1 and 13 of the ’512

Patent to the Accused Products (and components thereof), with the Pace XG1 DVR Receiver

operating with the Comcast Xfinity X1 software as an exemplary product, can be found at

Exhibit 38.

149. Respondents induce infringement of the asserted claims of the ’512 Patent.

Respondents have had knowledge of the ’5l2 Patent and the Accused Products’ infringement

thereof since at least the filing and/or service of the complaint in the EDTX Action and/or this

Complaint. Further, prior to the filing this Complaint, Rovi provided presentations and claim

charts to Comcast specifically identifying patents in Rovi’s portfolio, including the ’5l 2 Patent.

150. Comcast knowingly and intentionally encourages and aids at least (1) Comcast

regional subsidiaries; (2) Arris, Humax, and Technicolor; and (3) end-user subscribers, to

directly infringe the ‘S12 Patent.

15]. For ‘example, Comcast provides the technical and business infrastructure, know

how, and other support to instruct and enable Comcast regional subsidiaries to make, use,

sell/lease, and/or offer for sale/lease the Accused Products. The subsidiaries directly infringe

the ‘S12 Patent at least by making, using, selling/leasing, and/or offering for sale/lease the

Accused Products. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the technical and business

infrastructure, know-how, and other support to enable and facilitate such infringement, knowing

of the ’512 Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions

will result in infringement of at least claim 13 ofthe ’512 Patent, or subjectively believes that its

actions will result in infringement ofthe ’5l2 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid leaming

ofthose facts.
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l52. In addition, upon information and belief, Comcast provides the specifications,

know-how and technical support to instruct and enable Arris, Humax, and Technicolor to make,

use, sell, offer for sale, and/or import the Accused Products. Arris, Humax, and Technicolor

directly infringe the ’5l2 Patent by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing the

Accused Products. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the specifications, know

how and technical support to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’5l2 Patent.

Upon infomiation and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’5l2 Patent, or subjectively believed that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’5l2 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

153. Comcast also provides the Accused Products and instructions to Xfinity

subscribers so that such subscribers will use the Accused Products in an infringing manner. For

example, Comcast’s marketing materials promote the use of the multiple tuners features of the

Accused Products, explaining that “X1 AnyRoom DVR has six tuners, meaning you can record

up to six programs simultaneously.” It also explains that one of its X1 AnyRoom DVRs, “[t]he

Pace XGlvl has only five available tuners so you can record up to five shows at once or record

four shows while watching another channel live.” Comcast subscribers directly infringe the ’512

Patent by using the Accused Products in their intended manner to infringe. Comcast induces

such infringement by providing the Accused Products and instructions to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’5l2 Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically

intends that its actions will result in infringement of the ’5l2 Patent, or subjectively believes that

its actions will result in infringement of the ’5l2 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid

learning of those facts.
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154. Arris, Humax, and Technicolor knowingly and intentionally encourage or aid at

least (1) Comcast and its subsidiaries and (2) Comcast subscribers, to directly infringe the ’5l2

Patent.

155. For example, Arris, Humax, and Technicolor provide the Accused Products and

hardware and software components thereof to Comcast and/or its subsidiaries. Comcast and/or

its subsidiaries directly infringe claims of the ’5l2 Patent by making, using, selling/leasing,

offering for sale/lease, and/or importing the Accused Products. Arris, Humax, and Technicolor

induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’5l2 Patent. Upon infonnation and belief, Arris, Humax, and

Technicolor specifically intend that their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’5l2

Patent, or subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of the ’5l2 Patent but

took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

156. Arris, Humax, and Technicolor also induce Comcast subscribers to infringe by

providing the Accused Products, which are specifically designed to infringe, knowing and

intending they will be used to infringe. Comcast subscribers directly infringe as set forth above.

Arris, Humax, and Technicolor induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to

enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’5l2 Patent. Upon information and belief,

Arris, Humax, and Technicolor specifically intend that their actions will result in infringement of

claims of the ’5l2 Patent, or subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of

the ’5l2 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

157. At least Comcast, Arris, Humax, and Technicolor contributorily infringe the

asserted claims of the ’5l2 Patent because they have had knowledge of the ’5l2 Patent and the

Accused Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or service ofthe complaint in
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the EDTX Action and this Complaint and, upon information and belief, continue to sell, lease,

offer for sale/lease, import, and/or sell for importation the Accused Products that embody a

material part of the claimed invention of the ’5l2 Patent, that are not staple articles with

substantial non-infringing uses, and that are known by them to be specially made or adapted for

use in an infringing manner. For example, when Comcast and/or its customers use the Accused

Products in their intended manner, Comcast and/or its customers directly infringe the asserted

claims of the ’5l2 Patent. The Accused Products are specially designed to infringe the asserted

claims of the ’5l2 Patent, and their accused components have no substantial non-infringing uses.

158. Thus, Respondents have violated Section 337 with respect to the ’5l2 Patent.

However, because it is difficult to identify all sources of infringing articles, and discovery may

reveal additional violations of Section 337 with respect to the ’5l2 Patent, Rovi resen/es all

rights to supplement its allegations to identify additional respondents that have violated Section

337 with respect to this patent.

E. Infringement of the ‘I47 Patent

159. Upon information and belief, one or more of the Accused Products of the

Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor Respondents directly and/or indirectly infringe claims 1, 5-6, 8,

10-11, 15-16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 of the ’l47 Patent, literally and/or under the doctrine of

equivalents.

160. For example, a claim chart applying independent claims 1, 11, and 21-24 of

the ’147 Patent to the Accused Products (and components thereof), with the Motorola DCX34O0

receiver operating with the Comcast Xfinity software as an exemplary product, can be found at

Exhibit 40.

161. At least the Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor Respondents induce infringement of

the asserted claims of the ’l47 Patent because they have had knowledge of the ’l47 Patent and
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the Accused Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or service of the

complaint in the EDTX Action and/or this Complaint.

162. Comcast knowingly and intentionally encourages and aids at least (l) Comcast

regional subsidiaries; (2) Arris and Technicolor; and (3) end-user subscribers, to directly infringe

the ’147 Patent. '

163. For example, Comcast provides the technical and business infrastructure, know

how, and other support to instruct and enable Comcast regional subsidiaries to make, use,

sell/lease, and/or offer for sale/lease the Accused Products. The subsidiaries directly infringe at

least by making, using, selling/leasing, and/or offering for sale/lease the Accused Products.

Comcast induces such infringement by providing the technical and business infrastructure,

know-how, and other support to enable and facilitate such infringement, knowing of the ’l47

Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’l47 Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’l47 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

164. ln addition, upon information and belief, Comcast provides the specifications,

know-how and technical support to instruct and enable Arris and Technicolor to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, and/or import the Accused Products. Arris and Technicolor directly infringe

the ’l47 Patent by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing the Accused

Products. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the specifications, know-how and

technical support to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’l47 Patent. Upon

information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in infringement of

the ’l47 Patent, or subjectively believed that its actions will result in infringement of the ’l47

Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.
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165. Comcast also provides the Accused Products and instructions to Xfinity

subscribers so that such subscribers will use the Accused Products in an infringing manner. For

example, Comcast provides a brochure for the Accused Products that highlights the “SWAP

BETWEEN TWO CHANNELS” feature. In the brochure, Comcast instructs the end-user

customers to “Press [the “Swap” button on a remote control] to switch between the tuners so you

can control the viewing of two programs without missing a thing.” Comcast subscribers directly

infringe by using the Accused Products in their intended manner to infringe. Comcast induces

such infringement by providing the Accused Products and instructions to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’147 Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically

intends that its actions will result in infringement of the ’147 Patent, or subjectively believes that

its actions will result in infringement of the ’l47 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid

learning of those facts.

166. Arris and Technicolor knowingly and intentionally encourage or aid at least (1)

Comcast and its subsidiaries and (2) Comcast subscribers, to directly infringe the ’147 Patent.

167. For example, Arris and Technicolor provide the Accused Products and hardware

and software components thereof to Comcast and/or its subsidiaries. Comcast and/or its

subsidiaries directly infringe claims of the ’147 Patent by making, using, selling/leasing, offering

for sale/lease, and/or importing the Accused Products. Arris and Technicolor induce such

infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing

of the ’l47 Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor specifically intend that

their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’l47 Patent, or subjectively believe that

their actions will result in infringement of the ’l47 Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid

learning ofthose facts.
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I68. Arris and Technicolor also induce Comcast subscribers to infringe by providing

the Accused Products, which are specifically designed to infringe, knowing and intending they

will be used to infringe. Comcast subscribers directly infringe as set forth above. Arris and

Technicolor induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’l47 Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris and Technicolor

specifically intend that their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’l47 Patent, or

subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of the ’l47 Patent but took

deliberate actions to avoid leaming of those facts.

169. At least Comcast, Arris, and Technicolor contributorily infringe the asserted

claims of the ’147 Patent because they have had knowledge of the ’l47 Patent and the Accused

Products’ infringement thereof since at least the filing and/or service of the complaint in the

EDTX Action and this Complaint and, upon information and belief, continue to sell, lease, offer

for sale/lease, import, and/or sell for importation the Accused Products that embody a material

part of the claimed invention of the ’l47 Patent, that are not staple articles with substantial non

infringing uses, and that are known by them to be specially made or adapted for use in an

infringing manner. For example, when Comcast and/or its customers use the Accused Products

in their intended manner, Comcast and/or its customers directly infringe the asserted claims of

the ’l47 Patent. The Accused Products are specially designed to infringe the asserted claims of

the ’l47 Patent, and their accused components have no substantial non-infringing uses.

170. Thus, Respondents have violated Section 337 with respect to the ’l47 Patent.

However, because it is difficult to identify all sources of infringing articles, and discovery may

reveal additional violations of Section 337 with respect to the ’l47 Patent, Rovi reserves all
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rights to supplement its allegations to identify additional respondents that have violated Section

337 with respect to this patent.

F. Infringement of the ’87l Patent

171. Upon information and belief, one or more ofthe Accused Products of each ofthe

Respondent directly and/or indirectly infringe claims l, 2, 6-ll, 12, l3, l7-22, 23, 24, 28-33 of

the ’87l Patent, literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents.

172. For example, a claim chart applying independent claims l, l2, and 23 ofthe ’87l

Patent to the Accused Products (and components thereof), with the Comcast Pace XG1-P

receiver operating with the Comcast Xfinity X1 software as an exemplary product, can be found

at Exhibit 39.

173. Respondents induce infringement of the asserted claims of the ’87l Patent

because they have had knowledge of the ’87l Patent and the Accused Products’ infringement

thereof since at least the filing and/or service of the complaint in the EDTX Action and/or this

Complaint. Further, prior to the filing this Complaint, Rovi provided presentations and claim

charts to Comcast specifically identifying patents in Rovi’s portfolio, including the ’87l Patent.

174. Comcast knowingly and intentionally encourages and aids at least (1) Comcast

regional subsidiaries; (2) Arris, Humax, and Technicolor; and (3) end-user subscribers, to

directly infringe the ’87l Patent.

l75. For example, Comcast provides the technical and business infrastructure, know

how, and other support to instruct and enable Comcast regional subsidiaries to make, use,

sell/lease, and/or offer for sale/lease the Accused Products. The subsidiaries directly infringe at

least by making, using, selling/leasing, and/or offering for sale/lease the Accused Products.

Comcast induces such infringement by providing the technical and business infrastructure,

know-how, and other support to enable and facilitate such infringement, knowing of the ’87l
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Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’87l Patent, or subjectively believes that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’87l Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

176. ln addition, upon information and belief, Comcast provides the specifications,

know-how and technical support to instruct and enable Arris, Humax, and Technicolor to make,

use, sell, offer for sale, and/or import the Accused Products. Arris, Humax,and Technicolor

directly infringe the ’87l Patent by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing the

Accused Products. Comcast induces such infringement by providing the specifications, know

how and technical support to enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’87l Patent.

Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically intends that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’87l Patent, or subjectively believed that its actions will result in

infringement of the ’87l Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

177. Comcast also provides the Accused Products and instructions to Xfinity

subscribers so that such subscribers will use the Accused Products in an infringing manner. For

example, Comcast markets its AnyRoom® DVR products to end-user customers by advertising

that “[t]he primary DVR is linked to networked set-top boxes in your home that allow you to

view completed recordings and those already in progress.” Comcast subscribers directly infringe

by using the Accused Products in their intended manner to infringe. Comcast induces such

infringement by providing the Accused Products and instructions to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’87l Patent. Upon information and belief, Comcast specifically

intends that its actions will result in infringement ofthe ’87l Patent, or subjectively believes that

its actions will result in infringement of the ’87l Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid

leaming of those facts.
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178. Arris, Humax, and Technicolor knowingly and intentionally encourage or aid at

least (1) Comcast and its subsidiaries and (2) Comcast subscribers, to directly infringe the ’87l

Patent.

179. For example, Arris, Humax, and Technicolor provide the Accused Products and

hardware and sofiware components thereof to Comcast and/or its subsidiaries. Comcast and/or

its subsidiaries directly infringe claims of the ’87l Patent by making, using, selling/leasing,

offering for sale/lease, and/or importing the Accused Products. Arris, I-Iumax, and Technicolor

induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to enable and facilitate

infringement, knowing of the ’87l Patent. Upon information and belief, Arris, Humax, and

Technicolor specifically intend that their actions will result in infringement of claims of the ’87l

Patent, or subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of the ’87l Patent but

took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

180. Arris, Humax, and Technicolor also induce Comcast subscribers to infringe by

providing the Accused Products, which are specifically designed to infringe, knowing and

intending they will be used to infringe. Comcast subscribers directly infringe as set forth above.

Arris, Humax, and Technicolor induce such infringement by providing the Accused Products to

enable and facilitate infringement, knowing of the ’87l Patent. Upon information and belief,

Arris, Humax, and Technicolor specifically intend that their actions will resultiin infringement of

claims of the ’87l Patent, or subjectively believe that their actions will result in infringement of

the ’87l Patent but took deliberate actions to avoid learning of those facts.

l8l. Respondents contributorily infringe the asserted claims of the ’87l Patent because

they have had knowledge of the ’87l Patent and the Accused Products’ infringement thereof

since at least the filing and/or service ofthe complaint in the EDTX Action and this Complaint
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and, upon information and belief, continue to sell, lease, offer for sale/lease, import, and/or sell

for importation the Accused Products that embody a material part of the claimed invention of

the ’871 Patent, that are not staple articles with substantial non-infringing uses, and that are

known by them to be specially made or adapted for use in an infringing manner. For example,

when Comcast and/or its customers use the Accused Products in their intended manner, Comcast

and/or its customers directly infringe the asserted claims of the ’87l Patent. The Accused

Products are specially designed to infringe the asserted claims of the ’87l Patent, and their

accused components have no substantial non-infringing uses.

182. Thus, Respondents have violated Section 337 with respect to the ’87l Patent.

However, because it is difficult to identify all sources of infringing articles, and discovery may

reveal additional violations of Section 337 with respect to the ’87l Patent, Rovi reserves all

rights to supplement its allegations to identify additional respondents that have violated Section

337 with respect to this patent.

VI. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE

183. Upon information and belief, the Accused Products are not manufactured or

assembled in the United States. lnstead, the Accused Products were and are manufactured and

assembled by or on behalf of Respondents in foreign facilities and are imported into the United

States. Upon information and belief, the software components of the Accused Products are

installed on the receivers before importation into the United States, or are installed on the

receivers in the United States after importation but before being provided, sold, and/or leased to

end-user customers.

184. Upon information and belief, Comcast provides its Xfinity subscription television

service to customers in the United States only. See Exs. 41-43. Attached as Exhibits 28 and 44
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are printouts from Comcast’s website, dated April 4, 2016, showing that Comcast continues to

provide Accused Products in the United States for use with Comcast’s Xtinity service. _

I85. While the Accused Products are provided to Xfinity subscribers in the United

States, upon information and belief, the Accused Products were made outside the United States.

Upon infonnation and belief, products available to Comcast’s United States customers show,

through their user guides, that they were imported. For example, the User’s Guide for the

Scientific Atlanta 4250, which is available on Comcast’s website, contains an image of the back

panel of that receiver, which states that it was “Made in Mexico.” Ex. 45 at 4. The Installation

Guide for the Cisco l64OHDC contains an image of the back panel, which states that it was

“Made in Mexico.” Ex. 46 at 4. The Installation Guide for the Cisco Explorer

8540HDC/855OHDC, which is available on Comcast’s website, contains an image of the back

panel, which states that it was “Made in Mexico.” Ex. 47 at 3. The Installation Guide for the

Cisco Explorer 8652HDC, which is available on Comcast’s website, contains an image of the

back panel, which states that it was “Made in Mexico.” Ex. 48 at 4. The Installation Guide for

the Cisco RNGISO, which is available on Comcast’s website, contains an image of the back

panel, which states that it was “Made in Mexico.” Ex. 49 at 4; 50 at 4. The Installation Guide

for the Cisco RNGI 50N, which is available on Comcast’s website, contains an image of the back

panel, which states that it was “Made in Mexico.” Ex. 49 at 4. The Installation Guide Forthe

Cisco RNG200, which is available on Comcast’s website, contains an image of the back panel,

which states that it was “Made in Mexico.” Ex. 51 at 4. The label for the Humax/Entropic Xi3

H states that the product was “Made in China for HUMAX,” as reflected in filings to the United

States Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”). Ex. 52 at 6, 9; Ex. 53. A photograph of

the interior “Bezel PWB Rear” for the ARRIS-Motorola MX0l IANM, submitted to the FCC as
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part of testing performed by Rhein Tech Laboratories, Inc., 360 I-lerndon Parkway, Suite 1400,

Hemdon, VA 20170, states that the product was “Made in Taiwan.” Ex. 54 at 51. The label for

the ARRIS-Motorola MX01lANM, submitted to the FCC as part of testing performed by Rhein

Tech Laboratories, lnc., 360 Herndon Parkway, Suite 1400, Hemdon, VA 20170, states that the

product was “Made in Taiwan.” Ex. 55 at 35. The label for the Pace PX013ANM, as submitted

to the FCC, states that the product was “Made in China.” Exs. 56-57. The label for the Pace

XG2, as submitted to the FCC, states that the product was “Made in Thailand.” Exs. 58-60. The

label for the Pace Xi3, as submitted to the FCC, states that the product was “Made in China.” Ex

61. The label for the Pace XiD X1, as submitted to the FCC, states that the product was “Made

in China.” Exs. 62-63. The Installation Guide for the Cisco RNGZOON,which is available on

Comcast’s website, contains an image of the back panel, which states that it was “Made in

Mexico." Ex. 64 at 4.

186. Upon information and belief, Arris continues to import products that practice one

or more claims ofthe Asserted Patents, including as recently as April 3, 2016. See Exs. 96-97.

187. Upon information and belief, Technicolor has in the past through its predecessors

in-interest, Scientific Atlanta and/or Cisco, imported products for Comcast that practice one or

more claims of the Asserted Patents, and continues still to import infringing products for

Comcast. Comcast provides each subscriber to its subscription digital video services with at

least one receiver that is necessary Forthe receipt of such services. Among the Xfinity receivers

that Comcast identifies on its website and for which it provides user guides are two Scientific

Atlanta branded boxes, and five Cisco branded boxes.7 At least the Cisco RNGISON is

7http://customenxfinity.com/help-and-support/cable-tv/cable-box-user-manuals (last visited
April 5, 2016).
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compatible with Comcast’s Xl IPG, whereas, upon infonnation and belief, the remaining

receivers support Comcast’s legacy, or non-Xl IPG.8 As of October 2015, Comcast had

deployed its X1 receivers to only 25% of its more than 20 million subscribers.9 Upon

information and belief, the remaining subscribers use and are provided with legacy, or non X1

receivers, and Comcast continues to deploy non-X1 receivers to subscribers. Upon information

and belief, among those non-X1 receivers that Comcast continues to deploy are receivers

imported by Technicolor, which acquired Cisco’s set-top box business in November 2015.

188. Upon information and belief, Humax has in the past imported products for

Comcast that practice one or more claims of the Asserted Patents and continues still to import

infringing products. In particular, upon information and belief, Humax has imported Xi3

receivers for use in Comcast’s Xfmity system. Upon information and belief, since at least

October 2012, Humax has been a member of the RDK consortium and had an RDK license“)

RDK is the platform upon which Comcast’s Xl IPG is built. In November 2012, Humax

submitted to the FCC, among other things, an attestation letter and photographs of its X13box for

use in Comcast’s Xfmity service.“ In January 2013, the introduction of Humax’s Xi3 for

Comcast was announced.” In an article about Comcast’s X1 IPG product, it was noted that

8 http://customer.xfinity.com/help-and-support/cable-tv/cab]e-box-user-manuals (last
visited April 5, 2016).

9 http://wwwiiercecable.com/story/comcasts-xl -deployment-accelerates-40k-boxes-day
reaches-25-footprint/2015-10-27 (last visited April 5, 2016).

'0 http://www.lightreading.com/cisco-humax-and-technicolor-join-comcasts-crew/d/d
id/698895 (last visited April 5, 2016).

H https://apps.fcc.gov/oetcf/eas/reports/ViewExhibitReport.cfm?mode:Exhibits&Request
Timeout:500&calledFromFrame=N&application_id=3reD1mU4jL0pA8DVrfb5Cw%3D%3D&
fcc_id=O6ZXI3-H (last visited April 5, 2016).

'2 http://wwwcedmagazine.com/news/2013/01/humax-intros-comcast-defined-ip-set-top
(last visited April 5, 2016).
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Humax makes for Comcast Xi3 set-top boxes and that “powerful second generation X1 hardware,

called ‘Xi3”’ is coming in 2015 from a variety of vendors,” including Humax. [3 Upon

information and belief, Comcast continues to provide Xi3 receivers to subscribers.

VII. HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE INFORMATION

189. The Accused Products are believed to fall within at least Heading Nos. 8525,

8528, and 8529 of the 1-lannonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (“HTS”). More

specifically, these devices may be classified under Subheading Nos. 8525.50.10, 8528.71.20,

and/or 8529.90.01. These HTS numbers are intended for illustration only and are not intended to

restrict the scope of any exclusion order or other remedy ordered by the Commission.

VIII. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY AND LICENSING

190. With respect to each of the Asserted Rovi Patents, a domestic industry exists

under 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(a)(2) and l337(a)(3). In particular, a domestic industry exists as a

result of Rovi’s significant investment in plant and equipment and significant employment of

labor and capital with respect to articles protected by the Asserted Rovi Patents. 19 U.S.C.

§ 1337(a)(3)(A)-(B). A domestic industry also exists for each of the Asserted Rovi Patents as a

result of Rovi’s substantial investment in its exploitation of the Asserted Rovi Patents, including

engineering, research and development, and licensing efforts. 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C). ln

addition, a domestic industry exists because several licensees of the Asserted Rovi Patents and

Rovi’s guide products practice the Asserted Rovi Patents within the United States, and because

these licensees have made and/or are making a significant investment in labor and capital and/or

plant and equipment, and/or a substantial investment in engineering and research and

'3 http://www.dslreports.com/faq/17173 (last visited April 5, 2016).
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development in the United States with respect to products that practice each of the Asserted Rovi

Patents. See Confidential Ex. 13C at 2.

A. Technical Prong

191. Rovi, directly and through its subsidiaries, makes significant and substantial

investments in plant and equipment, labor and capital, and engineering and research and

development and licensing with respect to products that are covered by one or more claims of the

Asserted Rovi Patents, including Rovi’s i-Guide®, Passport® Guide, and TotalGuide xD

software solutions (“the Rovi Guides”).l4

192. The ’263 Patent has six (6) independent claims andlthirteen (13) dependent claims

An exemplary claim chart showing how Rovi’s i-Guide® together with its TotalGuide xD

practices an exemplary independent claim of the ’263 Patent, thereby providing a basis for the

domestic industry relating to the asserted claims of the ’263 Patent, is attached hereto as Exhibit

65.

193. The ’4l3 Patent has two (2) independent claims and sixteen (16) dependent

claims. An exemplary claim chart showing how Rovi’s i-Guide® together with its TotalGuide

xD practices an exemplary independent claim of the ’413 Patent, thereby providing a basis for

the domestic industry relating to the asserted claims of the ’413 Patent, is attached hereto as

Exhibit 66.

194. The ’80l Patent has twelve (12) independent claims and forty-two (42) dependent

claims. An exemplary claim chart showing how Rovi’s i-Guide® together with its TotalGuide

xD practices an exemplary independent claim of the ’801 Patent, thereby providing a basis for

14 Rovi’s i-Guide, Passport® Guide, and/or TotalGuide xD practice additional claims of the
Asserted Rovi Patents, and Rovi may establish the technical prong of the domestic industry
requirement through claims other than those used in the above-referenced exhibits.
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the domestic industry relating to the asserted claims of the ’80l Patent, is attached hereto as

Exhibit 67.

195. The ’5l2 Patent has two (2) independent claims and twenty-two (22) dependent

claims. An exemplary claim chart showing how Rovi’s i-Guide® practices an exemplary

independent claim of the ’5l2 Patent, thereby providing a basis for the domestic industiy relating

to the asserted claims of the ’5l2 Patent, is attached hereto as Exhibit 68.

196. The ’l47 Patent has six (6) independent claims and eighteen (18) dependent

claims. An exemplary claim chart showing how Rovi’s Passport® Guide practices an exemplary

independent claim of the ’147 Patent, thereby providing a basis for the domestic industry relating

to the asserted claims of the ’l47 Patent, is attached hereto as Exhibit 69.

197. The ’87l Patent has three (3) independent claims and thirty (30) dependent claims

An exemplary claim chart showing how Rovi’s Passport® Guide practices an exemplary

independent claim of the ’87l Patent, thereby providing a basis for the domestic industry relating

to the asserted claims of the ’87l Patent, is attached hereto as Exhibit 70.

B. Economic Prong

198. ln accordance with 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(a)(2) and 1337(a)(3), an industry currently

exists in the United States with respect to each of the Asserted Rovi Patents. Rovi and its

licensees have made in the United States significant and substantial investments in plant and

equipment, in labor and capital, and in engineering and research and development relating to

products that are covered by the Asserted Rovi Patents. Rovi has likewise made substantial and

ongoing domestic investments in licensing and enforcement ofthe Asserted Rovi Patents.
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(1) Rovi’s Significant Investments in Plant and Equipment
and Significant Employment of Labor and Capital
Satisfy the Domestic Industry Requirement

199. Rovi’s own products, such as the Rovi Guides described above, practice the

Asserted Rovi Patents and are licensed by, among others, leading Pay-TV service providers, as

well as manufacturers for use in consumer electronics such as receivers. All told, the Rovi

Guides have been licensed by more than 450 entities. See, e.g., Confidential Ex. 13C 1]l2. For

example, the Rovi Guides have been licensed and used in the United States by Charter

Communications, which has over 3 million subscribers that use the i-Guide® and over 600,000

that use Passport® Guide; Cox Communications, which has over 2 million subscribers that use

Passport® Guide; and Time Warner Cable, which has nearly 2 million subscribers that use the i

Guide®.

200. ln the United States, Rovi invests significantly in labor and employment and plant

and equipment to support the engineering, development, technical sales and support of the Rovi

Guides, as well as in support of its licensing activities relating to the Rovi Guides. See, e.g., id.

Thus, Rovi has a domestic industry in the Asserted Rovi Patents in accordance with 19 U.S.C.

§ 1337(a)(3)(A)-(B)

(2) Rovi’s Substantial Investments in Engineering and
Research and Development Satisfy the Domestic
Industry Requirement

201. Rovi’s substantial domestic investments in engineering and research and

development have a nexus to the Asserted Rovi Patents and satisfy the domestic industry

requirement. As discussed above, Rovi’s own products, such as the Rovi Guides, practice the

Asserted Rovi Patents and are licensed by major Pay-TV providers and manufacturers for use in

connection with consumer electronics like receivers. In the United States, Rovi invests in the

United States substantial sums in engineering and research and development efforts designed to
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exploit the Asserted Rovi Patents. See, e.g., id., 111]5-10. Thus, Rovi has a domestic industry in

the Asserted Rovi Patents in accordance with l9 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C).

(3) Rovi’s Substantial Investment in Exploitation,
Enforcement and Licensing Satisfies the Domestic
Industry Requirement

202. Rovi, directly and through its subsidiaries, is actively engaged and makes

substantial investments in the United States in licensing and enforcing the hundreds of U.S.

patents contained in its patent portfolio, including the Asserted Rovi Patents. In fact, Rovi has a

long and successful history of patent licensing, including to many of the world’s leading Pay-TV

providers, consumer electronics manufacturers, and other video service providers. As a result, a

domestic industry exists as a result of Rovi’s substantial investment in the exploitation of the

Asserted Rovi Patents through its licensing and enforcement operations. See, e.g., id., 111]ll-15.

203. Rovi licenses its patent portfolio to many of the leading Pay-TV providers and

consumer electronics companies in the United States, including numerous competitors of

Respondents (e.g., AT&T and Time Warner Cable). See Confidential Ex. 32C. The licensing

revenues received by Rovi represent a substantial return on Rovi’s investment in the enforcement

and licensing of its patent rights. See, e.g., Confidential Ex. l3C,1] 26-30. .

204. Rovi employs full-time legal and technical staff in the United States to perform

market analysis, technical analysis, identify potential licensing activities, and engage in licensing

and enforcement activities. See, e.g., Confidential Ex. 13C 111]6, 8, 10, 15, 27. Rovi maintains

many offices across the United States, and the U.S.-based employees described above are located

in Rovi’s offices in the United States. Rovi’s salary expenses for these employees are substantial.

Id. Through the expenditure of compensation and benefits for its personnel responsible for

licensing activities, Rovi invests a substantial amount of money in support of its licensing

activities. Id.
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205. The Asserted Rovi Patents play an important role in Rovi’s licensing efforts. The

Asserted Rovi Patents are practiced by many leading companies in the United States, which

include both potential and existing licensees. Examples of such practice are included at Exhibits

71-76. This demonstrates the Widespread need for licenses under the Asserted Rovi Patents.

The Asserted Rovi Patents are specifically identified in several license agreements. See

Confidential Ex. 13C 111]11-15. In many instances, Rovi has emphasized the importance of the

Asserted Rovi Patents in presentations and claim charts sent to potential licensees in connection

with licensing negotiations. '1d. The large number of licenses granted under the Asserted Rovi

Patents and the significant revenue derived from those licenses demonstrate the importance

attributed to those patents.

206. Rovi has identified all current licensees of the Asserted Rovi Patents in

Confidential Ex. 32C. To the best of Rovi’s knowledge, information, and belief, there are no

other active licensees of the Asserted Rovi Patents.

(4) The Domestic Activities and Investments of Rovi’s
Licensees Are Also Sufficient to Satisfy the Domestic
Industry Requirement

207. A domestic industry also exists based on the activities of illustrative licensees

who sell and/or lease and service products in the United States that practice at least one claim of

the Asserted Rovi Patents. See Exs. 71-78. See also, e.g., Confidential Ex. 13C 111]11-15. Many

of Rovi’s patent licensees make use of the Rovi Patents in their Pay-TV services. Examples
/

include AT&T, which has over 25 million subscribers to its Pay-TV service; Time Wamer Cable,

which has approximately ll million subscribers to its Pay-TV service; Cox Communications,

which has over 4 million subscribers to its Pay-TV service; Charter Communications, which has

approximately 4 million subscribers to its Pay-TV service; and Cablevision, which has over 2.5

million subscribers to its Pay-TV service.
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208. In addition, many of Rovi’s software licensees that use Rovi’s Passport® Guide

or i-Guide® make use of the ’5l2, ’87l, and/or ’l47 patents. Examples include Time Warner

Cable, Charter Communications, Cox Communications, Cablevision, Cableone, Mediacom, and

Suddenlink Communications.

209. Many of Rovi’s patent licensees make extensive use of the Assertcd Rovi Patents

in their product and service offerings in the United States. One example is, AT&T Services Inc.

and its affiliates (“AT&T”). AT&T, the largest Pay-TV service provider in the United States

with over 26 million subscribers, see Ex. 79, makes extensive use of the Assertcd Rovi Patents

by providing customers of its DirecTV and/or U-verse branded video services with receivers,

including set-top boxes, that are required for the receipt of such services and that practice or are

used to practice at least one claim of each of the Assertcd Rovi Patents, as well as by providing

related mobile applications for use with such receivers. Exemplary claim charts comparing one

claim of each of the Assertcd Rovi Patents to AT&T’s U-verse or DirecTV branded products are

attached as Exhibits 71-76.

210. Many of Rovi’s sofiware licensees that use Rovi’s Passport® Guide or i-Guide®

make use of at least the ’5l2, ’87l, and/or ’l47 patents. For example, as shown in the

representative claim charts at Exhibits 77-78, Suddenlink practices the ’512 and ’l47 patents by

providing users with receivers, such as set-top boxes, containing Rovi’s i-Guide® software.

Other examples of licensees of Rovi’s Passport® Guide or i-Guide® that practice at least one

claim of the Assertcd Rovi Patents include Charter Communications, Cox Communications,

Time Warner Cable, Cableone, and Mediacom.
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211. The activities and investments of licensees, including AT&T and Cequel, as set

forth below form a further basis for Rovi’s satisfaction of the domestic industry requirements of

19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3)(A)-(C) for each of the Asserted Rovi Patents.

C. A'liServices,Qg, .

212. In an agreement effective January l, 2016, Rovi granted AT&T Services Inc., and

its affiliates (“AT&T”) the right to use a portfolio of Rovi patents, including the Asserted Rovi

Patents. See Confidential Ex. 81C.

213. Upon information and belief, AT&T conducts‘ significant domestic industry

activities in the United States, including significant employment of labor and capital, significant

investment in plant and equipment, and substantial investment in engineering and research and

development, in the United States, relating to products that practice the Rovi Patents, including

products and services acquired through the corporate acquisition of DirecTV Group Holdings,

LLC (“DirecTV”).

214. Upon infonnation and belief, AT&T is the “industry-leading provider of wireline

communications services in the US.” See Ex. 82 at 2. AT&T “sells digital TV under the U

verse brand.” Id. Upon information and belief, AT&T, Inc. (the parent entity) is headquartered

and maintains office space in Dallas, TX, and AT&T Services, Inc. is headquartered and

maintains office space in Hoffman Estates, IL. Upon information and belief, AT&T Services

Inc. owns about 1.3 million square feet of plant and office space. Upon infonnation and belief,

AT&T operates thousands of miles ofcable and fiber optic lines, and currently is the largest Pay

TV operator in the United Sates. See generally Exs. 82-84.

215. Upon information and belief, AT&T delivers its U-verse Pay-TV service to nearly

6 million subscribers. Ex. 83 at 22. Upon information and belief AT&T’s operating revenue

based on its services to its U-verse subscribers totaled more than $14.5 billion. Id. at 7. Upon
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information and belief, AT&T Services lnc., employs more than seven thousand workers, and

AT&T Inc. approximately 280 thousand workers. Ex. 82 at 2; Ex. 84 at 8; Ex. 88 at 2..

216. Upon information and belief, DirecTV (now wholly owned by AT&T) has

approximately 20.4 million subscribers in the United States. Ex. 85 at 2. Upon information and

belief, DirecTV, whose only product was providing digital television entertainment using

satellite dishes and digital set top box receivers, earned more than $26 billion in revenue and

nearly $5 billion in operating profit from its digital television entertainment services in the

United States in 2015. Id. During that same timeframe, DirecTV’s operating expenses totaled

more than $21 billion, and its capital expenditures nearly $2 billion, to support those

activities. Id. Upon information and belief, by the end of 2014, DirecTV held more than $25

billion in assets, including more than $3 billion in satellites alone and nearly $17 billion in the

United State alone. Id.

217. Upon information and belief, DirecTV owns about 10,769 square feet of plant of

office space. See Ex. 86 at 2. Upon information and belief, DirecTV’s infrastructure includes

two digital broadcast centers (one in Colorado, the other in Los Angeles) that transmit the

content received from its satellites. Id. Upon information and belief, DirecTV also owns six

uplink facilities to provide local HD channels. Id. Upon information and belief, DirecTV

maintains approximately 50 customer call centers, six of which it owns and operates, located in

Boise, Idaho; Denver; Huntington, West Virginia; Huntsville, Alabama; Missoula, Montana; and

Tulsa, Oklahoma. Id.

218. Upon information and belief, AT&T acquired DirecTV on July 24, 2015. Ex.

84 at 4. Upon information and belief, by acquiring DirecTV, AT&T acquired nearly $48 billion

in assets, more than $9 billion of which was based on property, plant, and equipment (including
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satellites). Id at 55. Upon information and belief, this acquisition gave AT&T, Inc. more than

$400 billion in total assets, including more than $124 billion in property, plant, and equipment,

and more than $2 billion in satellites alone to support the delivery of Pay-TV content to its

subscribers. Id. at 43, 57.

219. Thus, as a result of the acquisition, AT&T provides approximately 26 million

subscribers in the United States with video entertainment services using satellite and network

based technologies, giving these subscribers access to hundreds of channels of digital video

entertainment and audio programming. Id. at 16; Ex. 87 at 4. Upon information and belief,

approximately 20 million of those subscribers were acquired from DirecTV. Ex. 87 at 4.

220. Upon information and belief, as a Pay-TV service provider, AT&T, through its

own employees and the entities with which it has contracted, provides inter alia installation,

technical support, repair and services to its DirecTV and U-verse customers. See generally Exs.

82, 88.

22]. Upon information and belief, AT&T practices the Rovi Patents by providing users

with receivers, including set-top boxes, as well as mobile applications for use with those

receivers, that practice or are used to practice one of more claims of the Rovi Patents.

D. C£u_csl_C0mmunicati0ns,LLC d/b/a Suddenlink Communications

222. In an agreement effective November 1, 2010, and still current in effect, Gemstar

TV Guide Interactive, LLC, Rovi’s wholly-owned subsidiary, granted Cequel Communications,

LLC d/b/a Suddenlink Communications (“Suddenlink”) rights to, among other things, use of

Rovi’s i-Guide. See Confidential Ex. SOC.See also Confidential Ex. 95C.

223. Upon information and belief, Suddenlink cable video services include traditional

basic and digital video service and, in most areas, advanced digital video services such as DVRs.

See Ex. 89 at 4. Suddenlink currently offers several programming packages that include a
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reccivcr and an interactive on-screen program guide. See id. Competitors of Suddenlink as a

provider for video services include Comcast and Dish. See id. at 15.

224. Upon information and belief, Suddenlink conducts significant domestic industry

activities in the United States, including significant employment of labor and capital, significant

investment in plant and equipment, and substantial investment in engineering and research and

development, in the United States, relating to products that practice the Rovi Patents. See

generally Ex. 89. Upon information and belief, Suddenlink is headquartered and maintains

office space in St. Louis, Missouri, as well as retail offices where it provides services such as

installation, technical support, repair and customer service to its customers. Id. Upon

information and belief, Suddenlink actively invests in its domestic cable network and services,

including by investing in fiber nodes, network equipment and facilities. Ex. 89at 37; Ex. 90. It

was reported that Suddenlink invested in and switched to all-digital programming for its St.

Joseph, Missouri customers. Ex. 91.

225. Upon information and belief, Suddenlink and its related Cequel entities owned by

Cequel Communications Holdings I, LLC (“Cequel”)l5 have invested approximately $1.8 billion

in properly, plant and equipment in the United States in 2014. See Ex. 89 at 81-82. Cequel’s

principal physical assets consist of cable operating plant and equipment, including signal

receiving, encoding and decoding devices, headend facilities, fiber optic transport networks,

coaxial and distribution systems and equipment at or near customers’ homes or places of

business for each of the systems. Id. at 37. Cequel owns or leases the real property housing

regional call centers, corporate facilities, business offices and warehouses throughout its

'5 Upon information and belief, Suddenlink is the sole operating company owned by Cequel
Communication Holdings I, LLC.
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operating areas. Cequel’s headend facilities and signal reception sites are located on owned and

leased parcels ofland. Id. Cequel also owns most ofits service vehicles. Id.

226. Upon information and belief, the revenue for Cequel was approximately $2.3

billion in 2014. See Ex. 89 at 40. Upon information and belief, the operating expenses and

general administrative expenses for Cequel were approximately $930 million and $543 million

respectively in 2014. Id. Cequel had 6,425 employees, including 43 part-time employees as of

December 31, 2014. Id. at 22. Cequel reported that it maintains sales and service, advertising

production and administrative personnel. See id. at 12.

227. Suddenlink practices the ’512 and ’l47 patents by providing users with set-top

boxes and receivers containing Rovi’s i-Guide® software.

IX. REQUESTED RELIEF

WHEREFORE, by reason of the foregoing, Rovi respectfully requests that the United

States International Trade Commission:

A. Institute an immediate investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of

1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, to determine that Respondents have violated Section 337

based on the sale for importation into the United States, importation, and/or sale or lease within

the United States after importation of the Accused Products thereof that infringe one or more

claims ofRovi’s Patents;

B. Schedule and conduct a hearing on permanent relief pursuant to 19 U.S.C.

§ l337(d) and (f);

C. Issue a permanent limited exclusion order specifically directed to each named

Respondent and its subsidiaries and affiliates, excluding from entry into the United States the

Accused Products that infringe any claim ofthe Asserted Rovi Patents;
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D. Issue permanent cease and desist orders prohibiting Respondents, their

subsidiaries, related companies, and agents from, among other things, engaging in the

importation, sale for importation, marketing, advertising, offering for sale of lease, sale or lease

after importation, distribution, use after importation, licensing, and/or other transfers within the

United States afier importation of the Accused Products that infringe any claim of the Asserted

Rovi Patents;

E. Impose a bond upon Respondents’ importation of the Accused Products that

infringe any claim of the Asserted Rovi Patents during the 60-day Presidential review period

pursuant to 19 U.S.C. §§1337(e), (j) to prevent further injury to Rovi’s domestic industry

relating to the Asserted Rovi Patents; and

F. lssue such other and further relief as the Commission deems just and proper under

the law, based upon the facts determined by the investigation and the authority of the

Commission.
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